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FROM THE EDITOR

THE ECOGENERATION EDITORIAL BOARD

Jeremy Chunn

EcoGeneration editor

There we were merrily working away at about 3.15pm on a bloody 

hot Wednesday afternoon when all of a sudden — kersplat! — our 

screens go black, the lights go off and the fridge gives off a death 

rattle. It was a blackout. Even in 2017, even in Sydney.

Was I surprised? Not really. A stroll up the road only a couple of 

hours previously had been a strange experience of stepping from 

near 40-degree heat through plumes of chilled air billowing from 

open shopfront doorways. It was as though news the temperature 

had punched above 35 degrees should be met with a celebration of 

air-con indulgence. The price we pay? Random outages.

When will people get the message about energy efficiency? The 

CSIRO (page 22) and the International Energy Agency (page 28) are 

doing all they can to push the cause, but technology will one day do 

much of the work for us. This issue has some great pieces on who’s 

doing what (on pages 16, 30 and 51). Community groups are also 

doing all they can to spread the news about solar and storage (pages 

36 to 40), so fingers crossed.

The big-hitter on the supply side will be wind, of course, and our 

roundtable on page 42 is a forecast of how we’re placed to meet the 

RET. It’s a good news story. And there’s even a poster for your wall!

A clean energy future is coming — with no more blackouts.

EDITORIAL

COVER IMAGE: 
Stockr/Shutterstock
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WA SOLAR FARM 
SIGNS 12-YEAR PPA

Western Australia’s Emu Downs Solar Farm, the first in the 

state to be co-located with wind turbines, has entered 

into a 12-year power purchase agreement to sell electricity and 

generation certificates to energy retailer Synergy.

The plant will share a transmission connection and facilities 

with APA’s 80MW Emu Downs Wind Farm and is one of 12 

around Australia supported by ARENA through its large-scale 

solar competitive round.

The plant is being developed by APA Group and will produce 

enough energy to power 6,700 homes while creating an 

estimated 100 jobs during construction.

A recent ARENA-supported study found about 1GW of 

potential opportunities to add solar alongside existing wind 

farms, enough to power 700,000 homes.

Emu Downs Solar Farm is expected to be completed  

in January 2018.

FAST FINISH FOR 
20MW SOLAR PLANT

Queensland’s biggest solar farm built with the support of 

the Australian Renewable Energy Agency has begun 

generating and feeding electricity into the grid.

The $69 million Barcaldine Remote Community Solar Farm 

was developed by Elecnor Australia with $22.8 million in 

funding from ARENA and $20 million debt finance from the 

Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC).

“Barcaldine Solar Farm when fully operational will generate 

around 57,000MWh of clean energy per year, an energy 

consumption equivalent to about 9,800 households,” said 

Elecnor business developer manager Manuel Lopez-Velez.

The plant’s 20MW capacity is served by 79,000 single axis 

tracking solar photovoltaic modules across 90 hectares.

The plant’s fringe-of-grid location will also provide 

important lessons for other remote area PV projects, said 

CEFC Large-Scale Solar lead Gloria Chan.

AGL’S VIRTUAL POWER PLANT TAKES SHAPE

Energy giant AGL’s dream of a Virtual 

Power Plant for Adelaide is taking 

shape, with a first release of 150 batteries 

sold out and nine installed.

The company hopes the metropolitan 

distributed energy network will have an 

output equivalent to a 5MW solar peaking 

plant, supported by 1,000 batteries in 

households and small businesses.

Each household battery will 

communicate via a cloud-based 

platform using smart controls, 

allowing AGL to operate the systems 

like a power station but with faster 

response times. If all goes to plan 

the virtual plant will discharge 

electricity to consumers during 

times of high demand and support 

the grid during bouts of instability.

“Ultimately, virtual power plants 

could be rolled out across the 

country to provide reliable, 

affordable renewable energy,” said 

Australian Renewable Energy Agency CEO 

Ivor Frischknecht. ARENA is providing $5 

million towards the $20 million project. 

With some of the highest levels of solar 

and wind penetration in the world, South 

Australia is an ideal proving ground for the 

concept, AGL says. The rollout of batteries 

will continue into 2017, with the second 

phase focussing on distributing batteries 

to the Adelaide suburbs of Campbelltown, 

Tea Tree Gully, Henley South and Ottoway. 

The 350 batteries released for sale in 

the second phase will be available to AGL 

customers that live in Metropolitan 

Adelaide and meet the eligibility criteria. 

They will be able to purchase 

the Sunverge 11.6kWh battery 

at $3,849, which includes 

software and monitoring 

services and installation. 

It is hoped the project can 

demonstrate how 

relationships between 

electricity networks, retailers, 

consumers and the market 

operator can unlock new 

sources of value and support 

network reliability in a 

renewable energy future.

NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

Some trial participants are new to batteries.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

MURRA WARRA TICK A GOOD OMEN FOR WIND

The approval of the 116-turbine Murra 

Warra Wind Farm in Victoria’s 

Wimmera district will fill the sails of the 

renewable energy industry heading into a 

busy 2017, says the Clean Energy Council.

CEC director of large-scale energy Alicia 

Webb said the $650 million RES Australia 

wind farm would provide some great 

momentum for the sector. “This wind 

farm will deliver enough renewable 

energy to power the equivalent of 

250,000 homes, as well as 

generating more than 600 jobs 

during construction,” Webb said. “Wind 

industry activity continues to grow as 

investment confidence returns behind the 

national Renewable Energy Target (RET), 

and the ambitious targets of forward-

looking state governments.”

It will be a busy year as many of  

the large-scale solar projects announced 

as part of the latest funding round 

by the Australian Renewable 

Energy Agency will also begin 

construction.

“We are seeing extraordinary 

business interest across the board, and 

steady progress towards further deals that 

will unlock economic activity and benefits 

for regional areas,” Webb said. “More than 

$10 billion of investment in large-scale 

renewable energy alone is expected by the 

end of the decade.”

Long-term renewable energy and 

carbon policy is required beyond 2020 to 

ensure that industry activity does not run 

into a wall when the current RET stops 

encouraging new projects at the end of 

the decade, Webb said.

CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION? 
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au

 » The latest in policy
 » Project updates
 » Industry news

NSW PUSHES THE 
BATTERY MESSAGE 

The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage is spreading 

the word about battery storage to businesses around the 

state. In its handbook I am Your Battery Storage Guide the 

office sets out all the basics on stored electrical energy 

without pretending that the investment decision is an easy 

one to make. “Our motivation is to shape the way technology 

is being procured, understood and used,” said NSW Office of 

Environment and Heritage senior team leader energy efficient 

business David Malicki. “This technology is a game-changer in 

the transition to a cleaner energy system because it is the 

bridge between energy efficiency and renewables.”

One business that worked with OEH found that installing a 

system increased the use of 

renewable energy on site from 

40% to 65%, the guide says.

QUEENSLAND GIVES 
SOLAR FEED-IN 
PAYMENTS A NUDGE

The Queensland government is tipping some generosity 

towards renewable energy with modest improvements to 

its approach toward solar feed-in tariffs.

Clean Energy Council director of smart energy Darren 

Gladman said the changes will affect customers in the Ergon 

network and included payments that vary at different times.

“Basically, households with solar power systems will be paid 

more when the electricity they produce is worth more to the 

electricity grid,” Gladman said. “Ergon customers in future will 

have the choice of adopting a feed-in tariff which varies during 

different times, and includes peak and off-peak payments.” 

Unlike the structure recently flagged in Victoria, however, 

there will not be a “critical peak” component, he said.

The upper eligibility threshold for payments will be raised 

from 5kW to 30kW, a change that will suit small businesses 

that own solar systems.
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LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS

WHEN IT RAINS, IT POURS
Mainstream acceptance among investors and reduced costs have assured a very busy  

year for utility-scale renewable projects, writes Clean Energy Council director  

of large-scale energy Alicia Webb.

Alicia Webb works with the Wind 
Energy and Bioenergy Directorates at 
the Clean Energy Council. She has 
worked as a technical wind energy 
consultant specialising in wind 
monitoring and energy resource 
analyses and in the emerging 
community renewables sector. She has 
a degree in mechatronics engineering 
from UWA.

Despite some positive signs at various 

points last year the renewable energy 

industry spent a lot of 2016 feeling like it was 

stuck in second gear. But as 2017 gathers 

momentum all that is about to change.

For large-scale renewables, the Renewable 

Energy Target (RET) remains the most 

important federal policy for the Australian 

market. Yet while bipartisan support was 

returned to the policy in 2015, investment 

confidence has taken its sweet time to 

rebuild. But we are now finally at a point 

where it seems we are poised for a very 

healthy year ahead, particularly for large-

scale wind and solar power. 

Large-scale solar in particular has fallen in 

price faster than anyone anticipated, as 

shown by the 12 successful projects in last 

year’s funding round from the Australian 

Renewable Energy Agency. ARENA set aside 

a pot of money expecting to buy 200MW of 

solar, but because of falling costs the 

funding ended up buying 480MW. And every 

$1 of public money spent by ARENA 

supporting these projects will unlock $10 of 

private investment. This is a remarkable 

improvement from only several years before, 

when $1 of public money bought only $2 or 

$3 from private investors.

PROBLEMS WITH PPAs
The missing piece for the RET recently has 

been bankable agreements between project 

developers and energy retailers to purchase 

the renewable energy generated by large-

scale solar, wind and bioenergy projects. 

While some projects such as Goldwind’s 

White Rock Wind Farm in NSW have elected 

to begin construction without a power 

purchase agreement (PPA) in place, this 

approach represents a higher level of risk 

than many developers are prepared to wear. 

Into the gap stepped the ACT government, 

which directly purchased power from a 

variety of wind and solar projects to help 

meet its target of sourcing the equivalent of 

100% of its power use from renewable 

energy by 2020. It worked well for the 

industry, but it wasn’t charity — it was smart 

business. The ACT’s reverse auctions saw it 

buying power from these projects in a 

buyers’ market and it was rewarded with 

some of the cheapest renewable energy in 

Australia. But the initiative was 

extraordinarily valuable in keeping the 

industry moving during a tough patch.

Additional state schemes are also helping 

to push projects along, with a couple of 

projects getting a leg up from the Victorian 

government’s LGC purchasing scheme, the 

NSW government tender for renewable 

energy to offset the Sydney metro rail 

project, and the Queensland government 

issuing a PPA to the Mt Emerald wind farm.

The big retailers are stepping up as well. 

With only a few years left until the RET stops 

encouraging new large-scale renewable 

projects, it’s crunch time. If liable parties like 

the energy retailers find themselves caught 

short without enough large-scale generation 

certificates (LGCs), the potential financial 

penalties are quickly stacking up. 

And they’re taking action. AGL announced 

its Powering Australian Renewables Fund 

last year, which is designed to attract 

investment partners to finance renewable 

projects, reducing costs and spreading the 

risk. PPAs are part of the deal for the 

projects involved, and the fund has attracted 

some $800 million from the Queensland 

Investment Corporation and the Future Fund, 

with announcements expected this year. 

Western Australian retailer Synergy is 

looking to adopt a similar model, with a new 

solar fund attracting Colonial First State and 

offshore infrastructure business DIF as 

potential backers. The fund will make a 

modest start, but is expected to grow as 

more projects are added to the mix.

EnergyAustralia has joined the fray too, 

announcing in December that it would sink 

$1.5 billion into funding 500MW of new wind 

and solar projects to meet its obligations 

under the RET. Origin Energy is looking to 

get out of conventional oil and gas and focus 

on coal seam gas and renewable energy. 

Origin secured funding for a large-scale 

solar project in the last ARENA round and 

will build the $217 million project on the 

Darling Downs in Queensland. It will also sell 

its Stockyard Hill Wind Farm, which will come 

complete with a PPA as a sweetener.

The trickle of renewable energy projects 

which started after a torturous review of the 

RET is now a free-flowing river. Construction 

works are in progress or being readied, deal 

makers are active, costs are being slashed 

and interest from investors is at fever pitch.  

I suggest you hold on tight — the next four 

years are going to be a wild ride. 
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

ENERGY AND CLIMATE ... 
TOGETHER AT LAST?
The road to a zero-emissions energy solution is mapped out, writes Clean Energy Council chief 

executive Kane Thornton, but there is no room on it for last century’s technology.

Kane Thornton has more than a 
decade’s experience in energy policy 
and leadership in the development  
of the renewable energy industry. 
Deconstructing industry trends and 
movements as well as federal and state 
renewable policies for the benefit of  
the wider industry, Kane’s column is  
a regular feature in EcoGeneration. 

The renewable energy industry is looking 

forward to an exciting and busy 2017 as 

many wind and solar projects start 

construction, but we are also staring down 

some major challenges.

Not least of these is nurturing a mature 

discussion about long-term energy and 

climate policy far beyond 2020. Australia is 

now part of an international agreement to 

reduce emissions and head towards a zero-

emissions power sector by no later than 

2050. Exactly how we are going to deliver 

this goal remains somewhat mysterious.

Any time the subject is raised a kind of 

hysteria takes hold of some federal 

government MPs who seem determined to 

ignore an ever-growing range of scientific 

studies and observations that further action 

is urgently required.

This was all-too-clearly demonstrated by 

an incident during the 2016 silly season as 

we headed towards Christmas. When Energy 

and Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg 

suggested the government’s review of its 

climate policies this year might consider an 

emissions intensity scheme for the power 

sector, hell proceeded to break loose.

An emissions intensity wscheme would 

give an advantage to cleaner forms of power 

generation such as renewable energy and 

gas, at the expense of our highest-polluting 

plants like the rusting old coal-fired power 

plants that were built decades ago using 

taxpayer funding.

Many thought this policy could provide 

fresh energy to the debate, as it did not 

come with the heavy political baggage of a 

straight carbon tax or an emissions trading 

scheme, neither of which are realistic 

options in the current parliament following 

years of acrimonious debate.

It was not to be. As if the public needed a 

reminder that climate remains a dangerously 

high-voltage topic for all sides of politics, 

Minister Frydenberg’s suggestion was 

shouted down by Coalition backbenchers, as 

well as several members of Malcolm 

Turnbull’s cabinet. So the can got kicked a 

little further down the road – again.

The task of getting long-term climate and 

renewable energy policy back on the 

government’s agenda without startling the 

horses is starting to make some of the 

mythical labours of Hercules look like a doddle.

RENEWABLE ENERGY IS THE 
CHEAPEST OPTION
Even if we put climate change to one side, 

the good news is that a variety of other 

factors suggest large-scale renewables are 

about to have their moment in the sun.

The first is that Australia’s coal-fired 

power stations are mostly old and getting 

older. Many of them will close somewhere in 
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the next 10-15 years. And they will need to be 

replaced with some other kind of power 

generation to ensure that our lights stay on.

So the question is not how much it will 

cost to build renewable energy generation 

and storage over the next few decades, the 

question is how much this will cost compared 

with other options; or, whether some of 

those options are even realistic given the 

current lack of investment appetite for new 

coal or gas plants.

The reality is that the remarkable 

improvements in renewable energy 

technology over the past decade mean new 

renewables are already cheaper than new 

coal or new gas. The international trend 

towards low-emissions power also creates 

significant uncertainty about the lifespan of 

any new coal power plant which needs to 

operate for decades to be considered viable.

Coal’s high emissions profile means it also 

comes with a reputational risk premium. 

Because it is one of the highest-polluting 

forms of power, it is extremely unpopular 

with the public, and most banks don’t want 

to publicly align themselves with these 

projects for this reason.

Gas has a role to play, but the cost of fuel 

has skyrocketed. This is partly a supply and 

demand issue, but fixing it is not as simple as 

opening up new gas fields. While some 

people are demanding new gas supply, few 

seem willing to acknowledge that local 

industries now have to pay international 

prices for their gas, because we export our 

east coast gas to the highest bidder.

Even if we find ourselves producing twice 

or even three times the amount of gas we 

currently do, Australia has no policy to set 

aside fuel for our local industries at a 

cheaper price. So gas companies will 

continue to maximise their profits and it will 

remain very expensive for local businesses. 

This in turn means gas is struggling to 

compete when it comes to electricity 

generation. For large industrial energy users 

coming off long-term gas contracts and 

trying to renegotiate new ones, the term “bill 

shock” doesn’t quite cut it. It is more of a 

horror movie.

So that leaves us with clean energy and 

storage. Our industry is one of the few good 

news stories in the energy game, with prices 

continuing to dive and a strong pipeline of 

wind and solar projects under construction 

in the year ahead. Meanwhile, demand for 

rooftop solar keeps ticking along and energy 

storage turns from science fiction to reality. 

If there’s one thing we can be sure of – big 

changes are underway in how we produce, 

transport, use and store electricity.

We have plenty of work to do this year on 

energy market reform and energy security 

to ensure we can accommodate higher and 

higher levels of renewable energy, en route 

to a zero emissions power sector by the 

middle of the century. But with renewable 

energy and storage getting cheaper all the 

time, this is a great challenge to have. 
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SMART SYSTEMS

Steph Bond-Hutkin is marketing 
director at Solar Analytics.

HOW TO SQUEEZE THE MOST 
OUT OF DOMESTIC SOLAR
The end of generous feed-in tariffs is a great opportunity for installers and retailers to push  

the benefits of sophisticated monitoring systems, writes Steph Bond-Hutkin.

Many Australians who invested early in 

solar have enjoyed earning money from 

their systems, or at least seeing much lower 

electricity bills, thanks to government solar 

incentives including bonus feed-in tariffs. 

Those bonus FiTs ended on December 31 for 

more than 200,000 owners, with additional 

schemes expiring over the next few years. 

Solar power systems traditionally haven’t 

been installed with solar or energy 

monitoring, and many owners haven’t been 

aware of their system performance. For 

them, the bill shock in 2017 could be even 

greater. These changes present an 

opportunity for committed solar retailers to 

reconnect with customers and to engage 

with others left unsupported, to ensure their 

systems are performing at their best. 

The solar incentives and rapid up-take of 

solar was great for the renewables industry 

but created a lot of competition around 

price. This has resulted in a significant 

number of Tier 3 or lower quality systems 

from less credible manufacturers being 

installed. These systems have a higher 

failure rate — both the inverter and the 

panels. In fact, 14% of solar power systems 

in Australia are currently not working at all. 

The industry is justifiably concerned about 

the potential for damage to its reputation 

from underperformance from the lower-

quality systems. Also, all solar power 

systems, whether they are high quality or 

not, can be subject to other failure points 

including inverter faults and errors, micro-

cracks, gradual degradation, moisture 

ingress, incorrect installation, suboptimal 

positioning, soiling and other ailments.

DON’T BE SHADY
One of the biggest barriers to performance 

is shading. The neighbouring tree that was 

no issue at installation may now have grown 

to the point that shading on panels is 

providing significant reduction in output. 

But how do solar owners know if and when 

these faults occur? Some diligent individuals 

check the lights and data on their inverter 

regularly to ensure it is functioning, but the 

inverter lights and data alone won’t tell you 

if you have shading issues or soiling on one 

panel. Perhaps it’s the inconvenience and 

fatigue of keeping tabs on your solar power 

system that is the real issue.

The majority of solar owners have a set-

and-forget approach to their solar; in fact 

they’ve been led to believe the system will be 

trouble-free for a lifetime. As a result, most 

solar power systems have no reliable 

monitoring or fault alert mechanism.

It’s only when a quarterly electricity bill 

arrives that they may (or may not) have 

noticed a discrepancy in production. Some 

may put it down to fewer sunny days and 

wait for the next bill, by which time they 

have become used to the new solar figure. 

Those noticing no solar production at all may 

contact their installer, who may refer them 

to their manufacturer, who may refer them 

back again; or they may have an electrician 

visit only to be unable to identify the issue. 

Below: Not all arrays get to enjoy their time in the 
sun, which is an indictment on some installers.
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It’s an expensive and time-consuming 

problem when there are no diagnostics. 

In the US it’s a different story. More than 

95% of residential rooftop solar is owned by 

a third party and leased to the homeowner. 

The solar system is a business proposition, 

and for that reason the business owners (the 

solar third-party leasing companies) make 

absolutely sure their solar systems are 

functioning at maximum capacity. Nearly all 

residential solar systems have one or more 

forms of monitoring to pick up faults, and to 

provide the business owners with valuable 

information about their customers’ solar 

production and consumption habits. Using 

these insights, they can provide accurate 

advice on increasing their solar system size 

to match their energy usage.

Australian solar retailers, who are in the 

business for the long term, benefit the same 

way when they provided their customers 

with a monitoring solution. With monitoring, 

solar retailers remain in contact with their 

customers, they will benefit from increased 

referrals and have the opportunity to upsell 

to the same customers on new services, 

including storage. Solar owners are happier, 

too — they feel their investment is protected, 

they can know exactly how much solar they 

are producing, and how they are using 

energy within their home. Importantly, they 

should also know when their system starts 

underperforming, or not working at all.

Smart monitoring solutions such as that 

provided by Solar Analytics can tell you 

more about a system than its output. If a 

system is underperforming, a monitoring 

system can tell you what is wrong and what 

to do about it. 

Let’s take a look at some of the system 

fault or failure causes that affect Australian 

solar power systems. 

NEGATIVE EFFECTS
As well as shading, soiling can have a serious 

effect on the performance of solar panels. 

Regular maintenance will keep the effects of 

soiling to a minimum but requires 

information and when a clean is needed and 

discipline to safely clean panels.

Solar panels have long warranties, usually 

25 years, and most have been designed to 

last even longer. But there are issues that 

can cause under-performance or failure that 

require sophisticated analysis to identify. 

Possible degradation causes include 

micro-cracks, delamination, hotspots, high 

resistance, shunting and potential induced 

degradation (PID). While identifying 

underperformance is challenging, diagnosis 

of the cause is next to impossible without 

time series data available with monitoring.

PID, almost unheard of until five years 

ago, appears as a loss in output power. PID 

has become increasingly prevalent with the 

move to transformerless inverters and can 

be accelerated by high system voltages as 

well as coastal climates of high temperatures 

and high humidity. PID is covered by product 

warranty but needs to be detected in a 

timely manner. Monitoring will identify 

underperformance and smart monitoring 

can identify PID as the cause.

Micro-cracks are small cracks that can 

appear in solar cells, often caused by poor 

handling processes prior to or during 

installation. Sometimes appearing as “snail 

trails” these micro-cracks can affect both 

energy output and system lifetime, but in 

many cases performance is unaffected. It’s 

important to determine whether the micro-

cracks are impacting the system 

performance, as it is not cost effective to 

replace well-performing modules.

While quality modules can be expected to 

operate for over 20 years, inverters have 

lifetimes of only seven to 10 years. Inverter 

faults account for almost 50% of major solar 

system failures. Inverters typically fail fast; 

when an inverter fails, the whole system 

shuts down and produces zero energy, but 

failed inverters can go undetected for 

months. If the failure occurs (and is 

detected) in the inverter warranty period, 

the problem can be addressed properly to 

meet the customers’ needs.

Outside of solar panel and inverter faults, 

other failure modes include problems with 

the AC or DC isolators, as well as incorrect 

or faulty installation. The owner may not be 

aware of under-performance as generation 

may be no different from time of installation.

Good monitoring will include solar energy 

production and energy consumption in the 

home. Research shows consumers who are 

aware of their usage are more likely to make 

changes to their daily behaviour to reduce 

consumption, with one study showing 

“contextualized feedback and targeted 

energy-saving tips” encouraged savings of 

4-12%, and in some cases much higher.

Being aware of production and usage is 

the first step to significantly increasing 

customer value from solar, so providing 

solar owners with their solar production and 

energy usage data as well as their 

performance could exponentially increase 

their benefits from investing in solar.

Once a solar owner is aware of when their 

solar production ramps up and ramps down 

during the day (their solar profile), they are 

empowered to run appliances at the right 

time. Helping a customer understand their 

solar profile empowers them to make 

decisions around using energy that can 

hugely reduce reliance on the grid and use 

every precious drop of solar production.

The same rings true for solar owners with 

batteries. Common sense says they should 

use their solar generation to charge their 

battery and then use the stored energy 

outside of daylight hours. With accurate 

data, an owner can see when batteries have 

charged to capacity; that’s valuable solar 

energy that can be used during the day. 

WAKE-UP CALL
As households that have lost their generous 

feed-in tariffs move from gross metering 

(exporting all their solar energy generated) 

to net metering (using their solar energy 

first on-site before exporting any excess), 

they will need to change their energy 

consumption behaviour to marry their usage 

(and/or battery charging) with their solar 

producing hours, and do it efficiently.

Smart installers and solar retailers will 

want to work with these customers to help 

them make the most of their solar. More 

efficient use of solar is a win for everyone. 

If a system is 
underperforming, a 
monitoring system can 
tell you what is wrong 
and what to do about it.

Above: Micro-cracks on solar panels can lead to 
system underperformance.
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PRODUCT STANDARDS

THE HIGH PRICE  
OF LOW-COST MODULES
Negotiating down prices and extracting tighter warranties will jeopardise developers’ solar 

projects in the long term, writes Garry Willett of Jinko Solar.

Garry Willett is senior project 
manager Australia for Jinko Solar. His 
interest in solar began at community 
level and in 2009 he began working for 
a Queensland installation business, 
moving to its community engagement 
program. At Jinko, he started on 
wholesale engagement and is busy 
working with solar farm developers.

Australian and international developers 

have a keen eye for projects in our 

market and the ARENA funding round has 

spurred much activity here. I have been 

pleasantly surprised at the number of 

projects which are looking to be built post 

ARENA. If I recall, Powerlink in Queensland 

had 42 applications under review. One has to 

feel sorry for them as they try to work 

through their capacity to manage their 

supply infrastructure.

This is a good indication return on 

investment is at a point where projects can 

stand on their own two feet. From a supply 

point of view we are looking forward to a 

busy time during the next few years. 

Right now, I would suggest there is some 

instability coming from top manufacturers. 

We have seen some fallout from the 

SunEdison collapse with at least two major 

manufacturers being impacted. Court cases 

from semiconductor manufacturer Hemlock 

have reduced two vibrant manufacturers to 

shadows of their former selves. Hemlock has 

also instigated proceedings against two top 

tier manufacturers. Even US manufacturers 

are affected, with one closing down its 

overseas production facility and another 

going back to the drawing board to develop 

new products with an intention to re-enter 

the market in 2018. Such is the state of play 

at present.

I would think as a result right now financial 

due diligence would be a high priority for 

developers and engineering, procurement 

and construction. 

There is also some destabilisation around 

module supply. Firstly, we read of a glut in 

the market and prices in freefall. Well, from 

our perspective this is not the case and this 

constant press around dropping prices has in 

itself caused bidding rates to tumble. 

Prices are, I would suggest, at levels which 

are not sustainable. Our factories are at full 

capacity and will be so for the forthcoming 

period while we and others fill domestic 

demand in China. 

There is also good demand from other 

markets and we do not expect any easing 

until maybe the last quarter of 2017. Any 

module supplier worth their weight will be in 

the same position as Jinko. As the world’s 

largest supplier, this year we are a good 

barometer of module demand.

The other problem we all face is 

availability of mono PERC cells. We estimate 

the demand has outstripped supply. This will 

cause huge shortages, requiring many 

project developers to rethink their module 

selection or delay the build date until 

supplies rebalance. Not all suppliers are as 

honest as we are at Jinko. I have a sense 

some are so keen to win the business that 

they are either lowering costs to ridiculous 

levels or offering product that cannot be 

supplied. The tactic is to get the order and 

then negotiate up from there. 

Some will look to lessen costs by changing 

the build of materials. At Jinko we spend 

more in areas which result in a higher quality 

product. In part and as an example we have 

higher cell thickness than many competitors, 

A purchase contributes to the financial viability of 
the supplier, who needs to be there to support the 
25-year or 30-year performance warranty.

we use quality back sheets and our 

aluminium frames are a higher quality than 

many others offer. Much of this is not 

apparent to the naked eye but it is there 

nevertheless. Quality comes at a cost. Not all 

oils are oils, as the old saying goes.

Personally, I prefer to be upfront so there 

are no surprises for anyone. The reality is 

that right now material costs are increasing, 

not declining. This is a reality and the press 

needs to take this point to heart. Developers 

also need to consider their purchase 

contributes to the financial viability of  

their supplier, who needs to be there  

to support the 25-year or 30-year 

performance warranty.

Negotiating down prices and trying to 

extract longer or tighter warranty conditions 

will result in a defocus in this market by 

manufacturers. Everyone is looking at cost 

reductions. We need to be mindful not to 

jeopardise quality in the process and in 

doing so expect manufacturers to carry all 

the responsibility. 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

WE CAN DO A LOT BETTER  
ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Australia does not compare well on the world stage when it comes to energy efficiency,  

writes Gareth O’Reilly. It’s time we took it seriously.

Gareth O’Reilly is zone president and 
managing director of the Pacific region 
at Schneider Electric.

For the second year in a row Australia has 

ranked fifth last on the climate change 

performance index, in a list of nations 

responsible for 90% of carbon emissions.

The ranking paints a bleak picture for the 

state of energy sustainability in Australia. 

Our ranking under energy efficiency was 

perhaps the most worrying; it has dropped 

from the previous year. 

While public discourse on climate action 

has focused on the uptake of renewable 

energy sources and a drive to cut overall 

emissions, proper discussion around the 

ways we can improve our energy efficiency 

has been lacking. With energy demand 

predicted to grow by 37% by 2040, this 

issue is not disappearing. There is a need for 

more attention to finding new ways to meet 

demand whilst balancing energy bills and 

without compromising the environment. 

At the top-most level, within the realm of 

power generation, distribution and 

consumption, operating equipment is being 

enhanced through the use of sensors, 

information technology and communications 

subsystems to make “smart grids”.

These technologies are leading a data 

revolution, where the control rooms of 

utilities are adopting a system-thinking 

approach which leverages the emergence of 

smart grids to take energy management 

beyond the control room towards a system 

of “demand side” management. 

Demand side management will allow large 

consumers of energy to access grid-level 

intelligence to adapt their behaviours for 

financial incentives, decentralising the 

efficiency process. By alerting consumers to 

peak times, and offering incentives for 

consuming energy in predictable patterns, 

utilities are unlocking the potential of 

distributed action on climate change. 

In the workplace, smarter collection and 

visualisation of data is making it possible for 

workers to observe patterns in their energy 

consumption and production to identify 

areas where efficiency could be improved. 

This model of smarter energy management 

can be applied to workers in all industries, 

from office spaces to manufacturing plants, 

and will be particularly important in electro-

intensive industries such as steel-making.

Taking the use of smart data a step 

further, analysis-as-a-service is unlocking 

the value of information to broader 

audiences by providing expert insight.

Applying this to a corporate setting, the 

adoption of smart energy management will 

put actionable knowledge into the hands of 

the individuals consuming energy, rather 

than just the bill-payer. 

Overall, a better understanding of where 

energy is consumed — informed by data — will 

allow businesses to make smart decisions 

about how they can cut energy bills.

Smarter devices are changing the way we 

can access data in our everyday lives. With 

the proliferation of the internet of things 

(IoT) our homes and our workplaces will be 

able to collect more information about the 

way we consume energy, offering insight 

into how we can adapt our behaviours to 

optimise overall efficiency.

While we have all heard that old adage 

“knowledge is power”, the next generation 

of energy conscious consumers will learn 

that “information saves power”. Smart 

energy management at home is similar to 

that of the workplace. Greater access to 

information on consumption patterns will 

allow energy users to identify their 

inefficiencies, and take action to improve 

their behaviours. In the home setting, this 

information can come from something as 

simple as the home utility bill.

Looking forward, the introduction of 

smart energy means homeowners will be 

able to receive relatively retailed information 

from their utility company on what is causing 

their bill to go up or down. As this becomes 

more common, and as IoT devices become 

more popular at home, we will see greater 

access to data driving an intelligence age.

While improving human behaviours is a 

positive step, the final stage in this transition 

is reducing the role humans have to play 

altogether. By automating management of 

energy usage at home, technology is able to 

alleviate the burden of efficiency from the 

homeowner. Achieved by applying logic to 

make a decision based on data according to 

defined rules, everything from ensuring 

lights are switched off in empty rooms to 

efficient running of air-conditioning to 

balance comfort and power consumption can 

be automated to improve home efficiency. 

The adoption of smart energy management will 
put actionable knowledge into consumers’ hands.
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5 MINUTES WITH

How might optimal national use of HVAC 

systems affect demand for electricity?

Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and 

refrigeration is consumer of over 20% of all 

electricity produced. From a thermodynamic 

perspective there is an opportunity to 

increase the efficiency of devices. There is 

also a huge opportunity to manage the 

amount of heating and cooling required in 

the first place, through better building and 

HVAC system design and control. The scale 

and technical feasibility is all there to 

materially reduce demand for electricity.

Is the problem concentrated to urban 

residential and commercial settings or is 

the industrial sector also a culprit?

There are opportunities across all sectors, 

but CSIRO’s focus is mainly on buildings 

where the relatively benign Australian 

climate offers lots of opportunities to keep 

people comfortable with relatively small 

amounts of refrigerative cooling over a 

significant portion of the year.

How much does geographic location affect 

the efficiency of an HVAC system?

One would expect the heating and cooling 

energy consumption of a building would vary 

significantly by geographic location. 

Strangely, this doesn’t show up particularly 

clearly in the limited amount of available 

data we have. We think this highlights a 

missed opportunity for capturing free 

cooling in cities that have a mild climate.

How will the simulation phase work?

We are modelling a wide range of scenarios 

(up to 750) for different HVAC technologies 

in different building types in different 

climate zones. We are particularly interested 

in ways of capturing “free cooling” ... using 

fresh outside air for cooling (whenever it’s 

suitable) and looking at how this can be 

enhanced with evaporative cooling and with 

alternative building air circulation options. 

This should give us a glimpse into whether 

the building of the future is a “sealed 

insulated esky”, or whether it is a more 

ventilated, less regulated “bioclimatic” 

building. Of course, we won’t necessarily get 

a one-size-fits-all answer ... but we hope to 

be able to provide some generalisations to 

help guide the building designer. And we 

should also be able to provide more clarity 

on the contribution that buildings could be 

able to make to Australia’s greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction targets. 

What will you do next, in phase two?

If the modelling can demonstrate some new 

clarity around potential opportunities for 

decarbonising Australian buildings, then we 

will look to engage the HVAC industry in a 

more comprehensive road-mapping exercise 

to set its own energy savings targets.

HVAC replacement is expensive. Won’t it 

be hard to convince owners to upgrade?

As part of an otherwise intended major 

refurbishment, changes may not add undue 

cost. And any cost could be offset by the 

increase in asset value associated with 

increased star rating. The main challenge is 

to address the cost of doing anything that’s 

slightly different to conventional practice, 

rather than the cost of the technology itself.

How is new technology different from old 

technology, say from the 1980s?

The HVAC industry has made huge strides in 

optimising traditional technology to get the 

most out of already installed kit. The 

question asked now, in our work, is whether 

there is another quantum leap to be had.

Do building owners know how much energy 

HVAC uses?

The major premium office building owners/

managers are now quite sophisticated and 

they are driven by base building NABERS 

ratings and the impact on asset value. HVAC 

knowledge is much patchier for other 

building classes. 

The head of the CSIRO’s energy efficiency team explains the possibilities of making buildings 

naturally comfortable, without overreliance on air-conditioning and heating.

5 MINUTES  
WITH STEPHEN WHITE

Dr Stephen White leads CSIRO’s 
energy efficiency research and 
manages the “Engaged Communities” 
program in the Low Carbon Living 
Cooperative Research Centre. He has 
served on the NSW Climate Change 
Fund Ministerial Advisory Committee, 
chaired the Australian Sustainable Built 
Environment Council and Sustainable 
Housing Task Group and was part of the 
expert reference group for the National 
Building Energy Standard Setting, 
Assessment and Rating Framework.
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POLICY

In order to win hearts and minds the 

renewable energy industry needs to shift 

from describing technologies to illustrating 

the benefits they bring, writes Dan Cass.

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull put 

innovation on the national agenda when 

he defeated Tony Abbott in the leadership 

spill in September 2015. Turnbull said: “We 

have to recognise that the disruption that we 

see driven by technology, the volatility in 

change is our friend if we are agile and 

smart enough to take advantage of it.”

Then at the United Nations Climate 

Change Conference in Paris in December 

2015, Prime Minister Turnbull had Australia 

sign up to a side agreement with the EU and 

21 other nations called “Mission Innovation”, 

which promised to double government 

funded R&D into clean energy within five 

years. Turnbull said: “We do not doubt the 

implications of the [climate] science, or the 

scale of the challenge” and professed 

Australia’s “great optimism and faith in 

humanity’s genius for invention”.
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Unfortunately, after the Coalition’s poor 

showing at the 2016 federal election it was 

noted that working class voters fear change 

to the status quo and so the Liberal 

leadership moved on. But innovation should 

be front and centre of the Liberal Party’s 

approach to energy, because it brings 

consumers lower bills and more control.

Innovation has always been necessary to 

solve the technological hurdles of energy 

transformation. But it is increasingly clear 

that innovation also helps with the politics, 

because it lowers bills and appeals to 

consumers. The energy consumer wants 

cheaper power and the only way to get it  

is with new technologies and business 

models and the market reform to allow  

them to compete.

TECHS AND SPECS
Australian companies and inventors are 

leading the charge already. Reposit is 

proving a new distributed storage model, 

Greensync is expanding into Singapore, the 

Wattwatchers smart energy Auditor is in 

10,000 homes and Solar Analytics is selling 

to the huge US energy market from 

Powerhouse, a solar incubator and 

accelerator in Oakland.

The way to inspire Australians to get 

behind energy market reform is to promote 

stories of success like these companies and 

show how new technologies have benefits 

for the economy and the environment. Coal 

and gas generators are the same as 

incumbents in any market; they use lobbying 

to protect themselves from competition. In 

order to get political support for opening up 

the NEM to proper competition, energy 

innovators have to show how they are 

commercial winners and how they are 

helping consumers.

Readers of this journal would be advised 

to learn well the lessons of Australia’s 

decade-long carbon price debacle. The main 

lesson is marketing 101: sell the benefits, not 

the features. Only a small, well-educated 

minority are interested in innovation per se. 

The features of battery storage are 

interesting to us, but the consumer wants to 

hear about the benefits: lower bills, more 

control, social esteem, zero emissions.

THE MESSAGE
In order to keep winning hearts and minds 

and maintain the overwhelming popularity of 

renewable energy, we have to innovate in 

how we communicate. We should shift from 

describing technologies to illustrating the 

benefits they bring.

Dan Cass is a strategist at the Australia 
Institute, where he has published on 
battery storage and the Renewable 
Energy Target. He is an honorary 
associate at Sydney Business School, 
was a director of Hepburn Wind and is 
on the advisory board of Solar Head  
of State.

“Australia’s synchronous, centralised, baseload 
electricity network is a marvellous technical 
achievement, but we can do better now.”

We can also use innovation to fight back in 

the war on renewables. The South Australian 

blackouts on 28 September 2016 were used 

as evidence to make a scapegoat of wind 

farms. The fact of course is that renewable 

energy, storage and smart grids can deliver 

more reliability and long-term resilience 

than fossil fuels.

Peter Fairley, writing for the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers, points 

out that networks have been using wind 

turbines to stabilise electricity supply for 

more than a decade. Back in 2005 Quebec’s 

grid manager started to require wind farms 

to provide grid security, through “synthetic 

inertia” services.

One of the core stabilising functions of 

baseload thermal plants is to provide inertia 

to energy supply, smoothing out 

fluctuations. The physical inertia of the 

turbine is synced to the frequency of the 

grid and resists deceleration. 

When wind turbines are paired with clever 

inverters and related smart grid technology, 

they can provide a suite of services that 

enhance security of supply, including a 

synthetic version of inertia. If our politicians 

really want energy security, rather than 

making uninformed slurs about wind farms 

they should be asking the Australian Energy 

Market Operator and Australian Energy 

Market Commission how best to regulate 

wind farms so they provide a range of 

energy security corrections during times of 

grid instability, from fast response (less than 

a second) to slow response (many seconds).

Australia’s synchronous, centralised, 

baseload electricity network is a marvellous 

technical achievement, but we can do better 

now. When the COAG Energy Council 

provides a responsible long-term vision and 

directs the regulators to implement it, then 

we can invent the secure, affordable, 

decentralised electricity grid we need. 

IT PAYS TO BE FLEXIBLE
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency’s 

ESCRI-SA project shows how innovation can 

transform the grid. AGL, ElectraNet and 

WorleyParsons are working together to see 

how to deploy a large (up to 20MW, 200MWh) 

non-hydro storage facility in South Australia’s 

grid, to increase energy security. It would be 

funded by selling diverse services to the 

network and the energy markets.

Interestingly, the study found that 40% of 

the income for a big storage installation 

could come from market trading, including 

during high price events, and roughly 

another 40% from delivering “unserved 

energy revenue”, covering for grid failure 

when the local network islands from it. (If 

the grid becomes unstable, a sub-section 

can separate off into a self-sustaining 

microgrid — like an island — in which, for 

example, wind plus storage jointly supply 

reliable energy to local customers until the 

grid comes back online.) But the big wave of 

storage innovation will only come if the 

playing field is made level, so storage and 

demand management can compete fairly. 

That will mean less wasted investment on 

gold plating and lower bills for all consumers.

The low-hanging fruit for Malcolm Turnbull 

and Environment and Energy Minister Josh 

Frydenberg is in delivering these multiple, or 

“stacked”, services, which will be profitable 

when energy market rules allow them to be 

monetised fairly. Emissions reduction and 

energy productivity will follow, as day 

follows night. Innovation and competition – 

what could be a more perfect, honest Liberal 

Party policy than that? 
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THE NEM

Because states have limited access to 

their neighbours’ energy markets, they 

are denied the benefits that flow from 

deeper and more liquid supply of and 

demand for energy — lower prices and lower 

volatility of prices.

As a result, cases are constructed for the 

placement of new renewable energy 

generation that wouldn’t stack up if energy 

were allowed freely to flow around the NEM.

“If you can’t transport the electrons you 

build facilities in the wrong place,” Clean 

Energy Finance Corporation CEO Oliver 

Yates told EcoGeneration. “That’s an 

inefficient way to run a market. You want to 

run a market by getting people to produce 

lettuces in the cheapest place to produce 

lettuces, don’t you?”

Following that logic, the case for more 

transmission is pretty clear.

“The problem at the moment is … in South 

Australia in certain places you’ll have wind 

assets which blow 50% of the time, so in 

other words the wind is blowing and blowing 

and blowing, because that’s a great 

location,” he says.

“They may start to build in NSW assets 

where the wind only blows 30% of the time. 

Well, that’s really inefficient. What you 

should be doing is building where you get 

the most energy for the same dollars and 

then just transporting the electrons.”

Yates says the spot market will become 

more robust and cheaper as the NEM is 

incrementally redesigned. “When you add 

interconnects across the NEM what you’re 

doing is increasing the size of the market,” 

he says, “so it should drive down prices and 

reduce the volatility. Transmission is a very 

good thing for renewables.”

Investors, however, face a conundrum. 

Energy prices may be less jittery once new 

transmission is built, but they may also be 

lower. That would inspire a surge of demand 

for power purchase agreements, before 

prices drop, rather than taking a risk on the 

spot market with a merchant sales model.

Having a level of contracted offtake is of 

significant value to a project, Yates says. 

Projects which are 100% merchant are 

finding it “very difficult” to secure finance.

“The reason people find merchant 

transactions more complex is that when you 

don’t have a national electricity market, 

which we clearly don’t because of the pricing 

difference between states, you need to look 

at the type of technology, where it’s wind or 

solar or biomass, as to whether you can 

determine the time of production. That will 

give you an idea of how that asset performs 

within the state.”

With a merchant deal you’re exposed to 

market prices, which can be very different at 

different times of the day. This is where solar 

and wind parts ways. For wind, you have to 

forecast the wind time and the price at that 

time to estimate revenue, whereas with  

solar at least you’re able to generally 

forecast the time of production although you 

may not necessarily be able to predict the 

price, he says.

It all comes around to correlation, he says. 

In South Australia, a wind asset near the 

coast will kick out a lot of energy but so  

will all the other coastal wind assets 

operating at exactly the same time, often in 

WANT OPTIMAL GENERATION? 
BUILD MORE TRANSMISSION
The architecture of the National Electricity Market is the elephant in the room, says  

Clean Energy Finance Corporation chief executive Oliver Yates.

“More competition is actually very good. It means 
you get the optimal placement of assets.”

Above: Oliver Yates says more connectivity in the 
NEM will inspire a calming of price volatility.

the evening, when there is lower energy 

demand, “and therefore you can end up with 

significantly depressed prices at the time of 

production,” he says.

Volatility of income can cause a project  

to fail, Yates says. A more interconnected 

NEM reduces the volatility of price and 

therefore brings assets owners a lot more 

certainty that they’ll be able to service their 

debt and therefore they’ll go ahead and 

increase production.

“Transmission is very good for all 

participants because it will drive down the 

risk, because there is less volatility in price, 

and then having a level of energy [priced to a 

PPA] will reduce the risk of the project as 

well, because it’s got a fixed level of income 

coming into the project.”

As the physical energy market expands 

and more participants are attracted by lower 

risk of pricing and lower borrowing costs, a 

more sensible network of generation assets 

will evolve.

“More competition is actually very good,” 

Yates says. “It means you get the optimal 

placement of assets.” 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

One resource every country has in abundance is energy efficiency, says the IEA’s  

Brian Motherway, “and every country is insufficiently tapping into that resource.”

GOOD POLICY GETS RESULTS, 
BAD POLICY FAILS US ALL

Like it or not, energy resources are 

distributed around the world higgledy-

piggledy. One country may thrive off oil 

exports, another might be stunningly 

illuminated by a network of nuclear plants 

and another will be electrified by vast 

offshore wind projects. But one resource 

every country has in abundance is energy 

efficiency, says International Energy Agency 

head of energy efficiency Dr Brian 

Motherway, “and every country in the world 

is insufficiently tapping into that resource.”

There is always a leader, however, and 

China is the “biggest story in the world”, 

Motherway told attendees on day one of the 

National Energy Efficiency Conference 2016 

in Sydney in November. In the Middle 

Kingdom the turnaround from a very low 

base 10 to 15 years ago has been “massive”. 

By the IEA’s reckoning, China’s industrial 

sector consumed 350 million tonnes of coal 

less last year than it otherwise would have. 

The total savings in China are more than the 

total amount of energy Germany uses in a 

year, he says, and energy efficiency makes 

as big a contribution to the Chinese economy 

as the entire renewables sector.

The result underlines the importance of 

policy in achieving results, Motherway says. 

Since China started to take efficiency 

seriously in 2005 nothing has stood in its 

way. That’s one advantage of ruling without 

the encumbrance of an opposition.

Around the rest of the world the trend is 

also positive.

Over the past 10 years, Motherway says, 

the world’s ability to squeeze more 

productivity out of its energy has been 

improving about 0.6% a year on average. In 

2015, that result picked up to 1.8%, a 

threefold increase. “We’re going in the right 

direction. We’re getting more value out of 

the energy we use.”

The scale of the aggregate contribution of 

energy efficiency is affecting global markets, 

he says, but the “key ingredient” is policy. In 

countries where policy has been set down 

and is being acted on, energy efficiency 

makes progress; if there appears to be no 

improvement in energy efficiency in some 

parts of the world, it’s because there is no 

firm policy.

“It doesn’t happen by itself; it needs to be 

driven by policy. Once that policy is in place, 

good things start to happen.”

Old-fashioned basic measures which set 

energy efficiency parameters have made 

“the biggest contribution in the world”, he 

says, citing transport standards in the US, 

building standards in Europe, appliance 

standards in Japan and industry standards 

in China as the biggest contributors.

GOOD VALUE
The IEA estimates the cost of efficiencies 

linked to standards was $US221 billion last 

year. Does that sound like good value? Yes, 

when you consider over the same period the 

29 member IEA countries collectively saved 

about $US500 billion on energy from 

efficiency gains.

“That’s why policy matters,” he says.

The two other factors pushing efficiencies 

forward around the world are technology 

and, somewhat ironically, lower prices.

Big data, remote monitoring, use of 

intelligent algorithms for optimising 

systems, smartphone apps, “all of these 

things are dramatically changing the way we 

have become empowered to deal with our 

energy efficiency issues.” As prices for LEDs 

drop they become a huge driver of results, 

even in the absence of policy, he says. 

Lower energy prices may have introduced 

the threat of people becoming less 

interested in energy efficiency and 

governments less motivated, but 

government standards can act like shock-

absorbers. In the US, he says, a 40% drop in 

petrol prices saw an increase in average 

Above: International Energy Agency head of energy 
efficiency Brian Motherway says “policy matters”.

mileage between 2% and 3% and record 

sales of bigger vehicles. But relatively 

stringent US emissions standards mean new 

vehicles are about 10% more efficient than 

those bought a decade previously and as a 

result the entire US fleet is 1% more efficient 

year on year. “It’s a slower improvement rate 

than it has been but it’s still an improvement 

rate,” he says. “Policy can protect against 

these other forces.”

ALL THE EXTRAS
Conversations about energy efficiency 

change, as do the motivations of consumers. 

Any way you look at it, however, it’s pretty 

hard to put a case against slowly whittling 

away at power bills. Besides the economic 

benefits it helps competitiveness, creates 

jobs, improves energy security and improves 

the quality of life.

“It covers so many dimensions of wider 

social-economic policy,” Motherway says. 

“I don’t really mind what the focus is, as 

long as there is a focus and people are 

interested.” 
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STORAGE AND INVERTERS

A trial in NSW and Victoria is looking at how inverters on solar households can  

contribute to greater stability in the electricity grid. Jeremy Chunn reports.

TEACHING SOLAR TO SING IN 
HARMONY WITH THE GRID

The grid was designed well before the rise 

of renewable energy, and the two 

sometimes struggle to get along. But a trial 

in NSW and Victoria is looking at how 

rooftop solar and home energy storage can 

improve the stability and reliability of 

electricity supply.

For safe, reliable and steady supply, power 

has to be kept within tight voltage and 

quality limits. Solar and batteries can 

sometimes create power quality problems 

for the network if they are not managed well.

The Networks Renewed trial is the work of 

the Institute of Sustainable Futures at the 

University of Technology Sydney, and more 

than 150 electricity customers will be 

recruited to the trial.

Institute of Sustainable Futures research 

director Chris Dunstan expects the majority 

of sample households will already have solar 

installed. The trial is primarily focused on 

inverters but funding has been put aside to 

provide a rebate for installation of batteries 

for some of the applications.

LEAD OR LAG
Inverters installed in residential solar 

systems are generally set to maximum 

power point tracking mode, to maximise the 

amount of kilowatt hours the inverter 

produces, whether that’s to the grid or for 

self-consumption.

That’s OK, Dunstan says, unless there are 

challenges on the grid such as a leading or 

lagging power factor, where there is too little 

or too much voltage in the grid.

“If instead we can use the inverters to 

take the energy from the solar panels or the 

batteries and use that to deliver a mix of real 

and reactive power to address the power 

factor problems, you can address the 

voltage problems on the grid,” he says.

“That means the inverter is helping the 

grid rather than potentially contributing to 

problems that may exist on the grid already.” Above: Chris Dunstan seeks grid stability.

Networks face a problem of delivering 

voltage within a range, which is a struggle 

over long feeders because the voltage tends 

to be higher closer to a transformer and 

lower further down the line. “But if you have 

a situation where you are starting to put PV 

into the grid, if you put that PV in at the end 

of the feeder then that can help address 

voltage problems,” Dunstan says.

On the other hand, PV that feeds in nearer 

the transformer end, where the voltage is 

already high, may not be accepted. In that 

case, the inverter will read a high voltage 

and not dispatch until the voltage drops.

SUN SENSE, COMMON SENSE
Solar systems spread around a grid, 

particularly with batteries, can provide for a 

more balanced voltage along feeders.

“As a network business you need to design 

your system to accommodate for times of 

high demand and low demand; of high solar 

input and of low solar input,” he says.

“If instead of simply injecting normal 

power back into the grid the inverters are set 

up to supply reactive power to offset the 

poor power factor that’s being created [by 

use of air-conditioning motors, as an 

example] … then you can accommodate 

greater demand and more solar on the grid.”

The institute is partnering with electricity 

network businesses Essential Energy in NSW 

and United Energy in Victoria, storage 

software start-up Reposit Power, solar 

technology provider SMA Australia, the 

Australian Photovoltaic Institute and the 

NSW and Victorian governments.

Essential Energy will recruit households in 

the NSW demonstration and United Energy 

will recruit households in Victoria. A pilot 

scale trial of about 30-40 houses is expected 

to end mid-2017, and a market scale trial of 

up to about 150-200 houses by mid-2018.

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency 

is providing $1.87 million in funding. 

In other words, the best solution in some 

circumstances may be that an inverter does 

not export electricity to the grid.

“In doing so it may facilitate more output 

of solar and more installation of solar 

because it’s helping to address the problems 

that are on the grid.”

When households provide this reactive 

power to the grid, which is real power they 

have forgone, they should naturally be 

compensated, Dunstan says. “We need not 

just a different mode for operating the smart 

inverters but also a different business model 

to ensure there is a win-win outcome for the 

consumers as well as the networks.”

It’s not necessarily about maximising self-

consumption but rather the type of power 

fed into the grid and the timing. Dunstan 

hopes the research will help the case for 

installing more solar without networks 

having to invest in extra infrastructure, by 

ensuring better management of PV output.
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STORAGE

COST AND COMPLEXITY HOLD 
BACK A BATTERY BINGE

What’s holding PV households back from batteries? High costs 

and complex retrofits, Doug Meldrum tells Jeremy Chunn.

It makes sense to install a battery in a house 

with solar, and everyone expects system 

owners will soon rush out and buy them to 

make up for the end of generous feed-in 

tariffs, but still the phones are mostly silent.

What’s up?

“There’s an element of wait and see,”  

says 360 Energy sales and marketing 

manager Doug Meldrum. “There’s plenty of 

interest but people actually committing is a 

different thing.”

Meldrum’s theory is that people who  

spent $20,000 or $24,000 on a 5kW solar 

system five years ago probably have the 

means to buy batteries now, and maybe they 

are. When a battery is $8,000 to $12,000  

to retrofit, compared with $20,000 for a 

solar installation, it doesn’t look like such  

a bad deal. 

But to people who came into the market 

later and maybe only paid $5,000 to $7,000 

for their solar, $10,000 or $12,000 sounds 

like a lot.

The real turning point, Meldrum says, is 

when householders start receiving $1,000 

electricity bills that reflect a slump in  

feed-in tariffs. 

Those customers are usually seeing the 

net effect of solar energy exported to the 

grid, “so it doesn’t hurt yet”. Over the next 

six to 18 months Meldrum expects, or hopes, 

that the word-of-mouth buzz around storage 

for residential systems will reach critical 

mass and inquiries will turn into 

commitment. 

“It’s not until you get that number of 

people with these sorts of systems talking 

about it that it will really kick off,” he says. 

“Our sense is it will be more like June that 

we will really start to see some numbers.”

Selling storage is not at all straight-

forward. “The first thing we try to do is 

quantify the pain of doing nothing,” he says, 

pointing to annualised increases for east 

coast residents over the past 15 years of 

about 7.5%. It will likely get worse. The 

Australian Energy Market Commission 2016 

residential energy report says sharp 

increases in wholesale prices are expected in 

Tasmania, South Australia and Victoria in the 

next 18 months. 

The payback period on a residential 

storage system is between 6 and 9 years 

with return on investment between 8% and 

14%, he says. 

The cost of solar is about 7-10c/kWh, 

“which is very cheap.” The cost of a battery 

is about 30-50c/kWh — a lot more. But the 
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price of energy from a complete solar-with-

storage system of 5-10kWh, depending on 

the battery, is about 22-23c/kWh. 

“For most people you are cashflow 

positive from day one.” 

It’s not that the storage market is 

moribund. Meldrum says the Tesla Powerwall 

is being hung in Australian homes at a 

steady pace (about 10-15 units a week for 

360 Energy’s sales network) but he says the 

technology suffers a bit from complexity and 

cost of the inverter systems which often 

accompany it. “It’s an expensive solution.”

The battery brand that’s on a roll is LG, he 

says, partnered with either the SolaX or 

Sungrow hybrid inverters. “For most 

households you’ve got six or seven hours  

of your evening peak usage covered for 

critical appliances.”

GROWING PAINS
If batteries do suddenly become the latest 

must-have accessory in the solar-powered 

suburbs of Australia, there is still the issue of 

making sure installers and owners understand 

they should be handled with care.

Some lithium chemistries are more 

volatile than others, says Meldrum. “The 

lithium ion phosphate chemistry that BYD 

and others sell is inherently more stable and 

heat-resistant and safe compared to what 

LG and Tesla do.” However, LG and Tesla are 

world-leaders who include layers of 

mechanical and electrical protection in their 

products, he says, and anyone turning out 

batteries for use in electric cars will be 

meeting high standards. “[Design standards 

are] far more stringent than [for] hanging it 

on someone’s wall to run a couple of fridges 

and someone’s telly.” On the flipside a wave 

of cheap imports, where no-one can tell you 

anything about a brand’s pedigree, may not 

be worth the risk.

“If you stick with the major brands — the 

Samsung’s, Sony, LG, Panasonic, BYD — you 

can’t go wrong, is my sense. Do consumers 

really understand that? Not implicitly, but  

I think there’s inherent trust with those big 

brands because people have those 

appliances in their homes.”

The pricing for Powerwall 2, Meldrum 

says, is “ground-breaking”. The problem is 

it’s too big for a lot of homes. “What we’re 

not seeing is that [cost per kWh] translate to 

6-7kWh being $5,000 installed,” he says. 

“When you can do that — where 5kW of PV, 

6kWh of storage are at that $10,000 to 

$11,000 level — that’s when it’s really going 

to take off.”

What could get us there, he says, is 

cheaper, simpler inverter systems. 

In the meantime, it’s vital installers across 

Australia are training up for the battery 

binge, when it comes. “We’ve seen so many 

sparkies who just don’t read instructions. It’s 

shocking. That’s the industry’s greatest 

challenge.” 

“When you can do that 
— where 5kW of solar 
PV and 6kWh of 
storage are at that 
$10,000 to $11,000 
level — that’s when  
it’s really going to  
take off.”
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The writing is on the wall: Australia is in 

the middle of a transition to clean 

energy. Our energy supply is changing 

rapidly due to new energy technologies such 

as low-cost wind and solar photovoltaics 

(which are cheaper to build than new coal), 

battery storage, energy control and 

management systems and energy efficiency 

measures. We have ageing coal-fired power 

stations that will need to close in the 

upcoming decades. And we have entered 

the period of the empowered 

energy consumer and 

prosumer, decentralised clean 

energy generators and demand 

stability. 

The choice we face is not 

between clean or dirty 

energy but rather how we 

transition to clean 

renewable energy: either 

we can leave it to chaotic 

and slow-moving market 

forces or we allow for a fair and 

just transition that ensures all 

Australians can take advantage of the 

country’s abundant renewable resources.

With more than 1.5 million solar rooftops, 

many Australians already participate in the 

transformation of the energy system. 

However, due to inhibiting circumstances a 

number of households are excluded from 

this movement. Among those “locked out” 

are tenants, apartment dwellers, those 

without solar access and low-income 

households. Statistics show in particular 

poor solar penetration rates in postcode 

areas with the lowest socio-economic 

conditions, while the highest are in the 

second-lowest-income quintile. (It may 

surprise some that the uptake of solar in the 

highest income quintile postcodes are 

almost as low as the lowest income quintile.) 

There are three main issues that hamper 

these locked-out customer segments: 

• Accessibility, which is usually associated 

with unsuitable roofs and a disincentives 

for landlords to install new technologies 

(known as split incentives); 

• Affordability, associated with a lack of 

access to up-front capital and credit 

unworthiness, and;

• In order to make new energy options less 

confusing there is a need for simplicity 
and trust to minimise the risk of default 

while maximising the benefits of uptake. 

The opportunity to participate in and 

benefit from these new energy solutions is 

even more important at a time when 

electricity prices have doubled due to 

network gold-plating. There is already a 

strong business case for “behind the meter” 

solar PV and soon will be for batteries, which 

encourage reduction in consumption. The 

consequence would be fewer people using 

the grid, causing electricity prices to 

increase further and particularly affect 

already vulnerable households. 

While some might be tempted to try to 

slow the pace of uptake of renewables, this is 

short-sighted. Instead, we need new models 

and policies that unlock the potential for 

these customers (renters, low-income 

households, etc) to participate in and benefit 

from clean energy solutions. 

Since Australian policymakers are slow in 

responding to the new circumstances, 

community groups have taken it on 

Franziska Mey is a research director 
at Community Power Agency and was 
involved in the implementation of the 
Renewables for All project. She is a PhD 
candidate at UNSW Australia and has 
received a scholarship from the CRC for 
Low Carbon Living for her research on 
community energy in Germany, 
Denmark and Australia.
Jayitri Smiles works at the Climate 
Media Centre.

When there’s a worthy goal in sight communities can be  

boosted into action, write Franziska Mey and Jay Smiles,  

as long as the rules are fair and clear.

A FAIR AND CLEAN  
ENERGY TRANSITION  
… BUT HOW?
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A FAIR AND CLEAN  
ENERGY TRANSITION  
… BUT HOW?

themselves to develop and advocate for 

innovative models that can ensure no one is 

left behind. The Renewables for All project 

led by Community Power Agency and funded 

by Energy Consumers Australia has 

identified a number of models that operate 

and/or could be suitable for the Australian 

market. These models fall loosely into two 

categories: firstly, those that collectivise 

renewable energy ownership, for example 

community-owned renewable energy or 

Solar Gardens, and; those that provide solar 

at zero up-front cost and make the 

repayment over time easy for the consumer.

MODEL 1: COMMUNITY-OWNED 
RENEWABLE ENERGY
There are more than 20 community-owned 

renewable energy projects (CORE) in 

Australia. They range from Hepburn Wind to 

Repower Shoalhaven Community Solar, 

which offer households and businesses 

shares, or a number of panels in a solar or 

other renewable energy system, and the 

members/shareholders then receive a 

financial return on their investment. These 

projects also have non-financial benefits, 

including increased energy literacy, local 

economic development and resilience. 

Although the Australian community 

energy sector still faces significant 

regulatory and cultural barriers it 

experienced a strong growth from two or 

three groups in 2010 to more than 80 groups 

in 2016. Various models of community 

energy have emerged as primary enablers 

for diverse segments of our communities to 

come together to access clean energy 

solutions by reaching beyond the bounds of 

a property.

Pingala’s Remote Aboriginal Community 

Solar project is a community-owned 

renewable energy project that specifically 

targets affordability. Pingala is a vocal 

Sydney-based non-for-profit which has 

collaborated with The Valley Centre to 

empower Indigenous communities and 

localise their energy source. Aboriginal 

communities across NSW are prone to suffer 

from severe weather events but also 

unemployment, adding to challenging living 

conditions. 

A new energy business model which 

creates independence through solar power, 

battery storage and education has helped 

put control back into the hands of remote 

indigenous communities, with support from 

the NSW government.

AllGrid Energy, an Aboriginal corporation, 

is making plans to put the model into action 

by installing grid-connected solar and 

batteries for 60 houses at targeted sites.

The project is set to make sustainable 

living in remote NSW affordable and has also 

created a model which can be replicated by 

other Indigenous communities.

MODEL 2: SOLAR GARDENS
The issue of accessibility can be addressed 

with an innovative model that is popular 

particularly in the US. “Solar gardens” 

enable renters and apartment dwellers to 

manage their power bills while mitigating 

climate change. A household purchases (or 

subscribes to) a share in a solar garden. In 

return, a retailer provides an on-bill credit 

for the electricity produced by the 

household’s share of the solar system, and 

the savings are greater than the purchase or 

subscription costs.

The system also works for low-income 

households when, as in the US, regulation 

requires the solar garden operator to  

offer a certain proportion of their capacities 

for free or at a discount to customers who 

are on low incomes.

While this model has contributed to a 

community solar boom in the US, solar 

gardens don’t yet stack up economically in 

Australia. The combination of low wholesale 

prices (for the electricity generated) and 

high network costs (electricity transported 

no matter how close the array is located to 

the consumer) would be at best marginal and 

at worst loss-making. New incentives and 

regulatory changes are needed to kick-start 

this new way of tapping into renewable 

energy sources and creating a win-win 

situation by enabling customers to benefit 

from distributed energy technologies, while 

maintaining some degree of grid utilisation.

The benefits of solar gardens are being 

recognised. The Institute of Sustainable 

Futures in collaboration with Moira and Swan 

Hill councils was investigated the potential of 

a solar garden project as part of the ARENA-

funded local-energy trading virtual trials.

MODEL 3: RATES-BASED FINANCING
In an effort to address affordability concerns 

local councils have been looking at ways to 

help ease the burden of the up-front costs of 

solar and energy efficiency. 

Rates-based financing has already been 

implemented for a number of commercial 

buildings across Australia, also known as 

Environmental Upgrade Agreements. In the 

residential space, the only example so far is 

Darebin Solar $avers, which has witnessed 

great success. 

Three-hundred low-income households in 

Darebin were supported by their city council 

as they installed solar PV on their rooftops. 

With free up-front installation and a special 

rate charged to residents over 10 years, 

households were able to make the switch to 

clean energy. 

Solar systems were designed to ensure 

electricity bills would be lower and the 

council used its own capital reserves to 

eliminate an interest rate on debt due to  

the program’s climate and social justice 

focus. The project specifically targeted  

low-income earners who, without the 

council’s financing, could not have afforded 

solar PV installation. Now a number of the 

Greenhouse Alliances of councils are looking 

at ways to scale the Darebin Solar $avers 

program across the state. 

THE COMMUNITY ENERGY 
CONGRESS
These examples are just the beginning, but 

the second National Community Energy 

Congress in Melbourne in late February will 

be a great opportunity to learn more about 

what is possible. 

Community experts, government and 

business representatives are coming 

together to discuss and to encourage the 

implementation of those and other new 

community energy models. 

As community energy continues to 

strengthen and find its place in Australia’s 

renewable landscape, state governments are 

working to support the cause. 

Both NSW and Victorian have indicated 

policy and funding support for community 

energy, a fairer transition to clean energy 

and for the Community Energy Congress. 

We look forward to seeing other state 

governments follow in their footsteps. 

Community models fall loosely into two 
categories: those that collectivise renewable 
energy ownership and those that provide solar at 
zero up-front cost with a repayment schedule.
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Solar looks simple. And solar salespeople 

can make it sound like a sure thing. But 

there can be a vast difference between a 

good system and an overpriced one that is 

poorly matched to requirements. Most 

consumers wouldn’t know, of course, which 

is why not-for-profit groups that offer advice 

can be such a help.

Since 2013 Melbourne-based social 

enterprise Positive Charge has helped out 

with more than 10,000 inquiries from 

householders, including the perplexed  

and gullible.

“We get a lot of calls from pensioners  

who get bamboozled by quite aggressive 

salespeople,” says Positive Charge 

communications and community 

engagement lead Lucy Best. 

“They are given unrealistic expectations 

of what they can save.”

The group has also run clean energy 

campaigns and aided the installation of 

1,500 solar PV systems via a council-

sponsored procurement bulk-buy program.

Positive Charge recommends one solar 

supplier and installer to consumers, 

“although they don’t have to go through our 

supplier for us to give them advice,” Best 

says. A supplier and installer are chosen 

annually via a tender procurement process, 

and must be endorsed by the Clean Energy 

Council. All recommended solar system 

components are assessed by the Alternative 

Technology Association. The group deals 

with 15 councils in Victoria and eight in NSW.

Best has a few good stories to tell about 

what she’s picked up from the public.

“There was one woman [with a 5kW 

system] who was with [a large retailer] and 

she was supposed to be on the premium 

feed-in tariff, but she was only being paid 

[for surplus energy] to a certain amount,” 

she says. “I had a look at her bill and saw 

they were only giving her 66c on the kWh 

only for the first two kWh a day. I said, 

‘They’re not supposed to do that. They  

have to pay you the amount for everything, 

so let them know and if they don’t come  

to the table contact the Ombudsman.’”

About four weeks later Best answered the 

phone to hear the same woman has just 

received a cheque from her electricity 

retailer for $4,500.

Another story is from a chap Best spoke to 

who had reservations about a system 

installed by a large Melbourne-based 

company within the 10-day cooling off 

period. “He realised they were charging him 

$7,000 for a 2kW system, which was just 

astronomical,” she says. He asked for a 

refund, or at least a discount. “It went on for 

a year,” she says, until one day the 

customer’s deposit was refunded and the 

system has been left in place.

If you listened to some salespeople you’d 

think there is always a rush to sign up. The 

gradual winding down over the next 15 years 

of small-scale technology certificates is 

being used by some as a good reason to 

agree to a deal quickly — or miss out. Best 

has to reassure callers the cost of delaying 

an investment in a home system from one 

THE GANG THAT RUNS ON POSITIVE ENERGY

Since 2013 Melbourne-based social enterprise Positive Charge has helped out with more than 

10,000 inquiries about solar from householders, including the perplexed and gullible.

The team at Positive Charge get the message 
about solar and they want to share it around.
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In the 2015-16 financial year Positive 

Charge aided in the installation of 750 

systems, and between July and December 

2016 total installs is 180. “There’s still an 

appetite for it,” she says.

The group has had terrific success here 

and there approaching households direct. 

One example is Wyndham, a newly 

developed part of south-west Melbourne 

which now has about 17% uptake of solar. 

And yet there is a downturn in residential 

solar that no-one can argue with. “Partly  

I think it’s because people are waiting, 

because they think batteries will become 

more affordable,” she says. “There are still 

plenty of roofs without solar.” The team 

occasionally mulls over why this could be. In 

sparsely populated rural-fringe areas, maybe 

it’s because the locals don’t drive past many 

properties, spot panels on rooftops and 

“want to keep up with the Joneses”?

There have been reports of doorknockers 

offering a council-sponsored solar bulk buy 

program eerily similar to the Positive Charge 

model, all the way down to a website with 

year to the next just because of the 15-year 

phasing out of STCs is negligible. “It’s about 

helping people to make sense of what 

they’re being told,” she says. “It’s the little 

old ladies who call and say: ‘I’ve been told I’ll 

save $600 a quarter and I don’t even spend 

that much on my electricity bill.’ They feel 

very vulnerable.”

SQUARE ONE
Some queries go to the very basics of solar. 

“We have to explain you’ve got to use the 

power when the sun is shining and you get it 

for free, because if you feed it back into the 

grid you only get 5 cents per kWh,” she says.

Calls about storage are on the rise, but 

the advice from Positive Charge is to take 

investment in a battery doesn’t always stack 

up. “It’s still a payback period over 15 years 

and a warranty on a battery might be 10 

years,” she says. “Your incentive for doing it 

wouldn’t be financial.”

The transitional feed-in tariff in Victoria 

fell from 27c/kWh to as low as 5c/kWh.

Best talks to ratepayers at battery 

information sessions organised by councils. 

One of the most common misperceptions 

she hears about batteries at the events is 

that their inclusion in a solar system means 

the household is suddenly off the grid. 

“People don’t realise the conversation 

around batteries is to capture some of your 

solar rather than feed it into the grid, and 

that you would still be grid-connected,” she 

says. There is also confusion about the high 

cost of storage, and that some systems may 

require more than one battery.

Modelling by Positive Charge used in 

presentations shows a 5kW solar system 

“People don’t realise the conversation around 
batteries is to capture some of your solar  
rather than feed it into the grid, and that you 
would still be grid-connected.”

material copied and pasted from the group’s 

site. “We sent them a letter from a lawyer,” 

Best says. 

CHECK REFERENCES
The truth is it’s not that hard for solar 

newbies to check out credentials, especially 

using the Clean Energy Council’s resources. 

Some curious consumers are very well-

researched, however, presenting analysis on 

past bills and comparative studies on 

Inverters and so on.

Another success was a program with 

Darebin Council where pensioners were 

offered the option of having solar installed 

with payment made over 10 years, included 

in their rates, at about $80 a quarter. In the 

first year of the scheme nearly 300 systems 

were installed. “They were only 

recommended for solar if estimated savings 

were greater than the cost,” she says. 

Savings on participants’ electricity bills have 

been about $130 a quarter. “We did find a lot 

of people in that position were quite low 

users, people living on their own, and it 

didn’t stack up.”

Positive Charge is an offshoot of the 

Moreland Energy Foundation, which consults 

with councils to help them achieve climate 

change strategy goals. Moreland Energy 

Foundation had conducted a bulk buy via 

Northern Alliance for Greenhouse Action,  

a consortium of councils, which was so 

successful that Positive Charge was set up  

to continue that work independently. 

It is also big on energy efficiency 

measures, such as draught proofing and 

insulation and LED lighting, offering training 

to home and community care teams in 

councils and staff who conduct home visits 

for other not-for-profit organisations, such 

as Baptcare.

The group also took an independent grant 

of $50,000 for solar systems on four 

schools, matched with equivalent money 

from fund-raising. Sunny the Solar Bear, a 

dude in a polar bear outfit, came to schools 

and when the dust settled 80kW was 

installed. “Some of the schools didn’t need 

much hand-holding and some did,” Best 

says. “It’s very hard work.”

TYPICAL WINTER DAILY USE BY HOUSEHOLD  
WITH 5kW SOLAR AND BATTERY
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FOR BARGAINING POWER AND KNOWHOW,  
NSW FOLLOWS THE SUNCROWD

EcoGeneration meets the matchmaker that brings regional community renewable  

energy groups in NSW together with solar-curious locals.

The solar installation industry includes 

plenty of shadowy characters. One 

estimate at the end of 2016 was that nearly 

600 installers had licences cancelled, 

suspended, surrendered or that had expired, 

or had no licence at all.

Picking an installer who can be trusted to 

provide them a quality system and sensible 

advice on storage starts to sound like a 

lottery draw. The hard way around this is for 

homeowners to gang together to get some 

sort of bargaining power, but that still leaves 

a wide margin for trust in explaining the 

technology.

A better solution has been engineered by 

NSW organisation SunCrowd, which taps 

regional community renewable energy 

groups for expert local knowledge on 

installers and then gees up locals close to 

commiting to a home system until they have 

the numbers to negotiate a bulk discount on 

the technology and installation costs.

It all turns into a bit of street party, with 

community events where technologies are 

revealed and expert guidance is provided to 

match householders’ energy needs. There’s 

even a “pick-up party”, where the gear is 

delivered and taken home for installation.

There are about 80 different community 

organisations around Australia attempting 

to do investor-owned renewable energy 

projects, says SunCrowd chief energy officer 

Chris Cooper, but only four or five have 

succeeded in doing anything. “It’s like a 

Rubik’s cube of problems you have to solve 

all at once,” he says, listing regulatory, 

technical, financial, investment rules, 

leadership and capacity on a shoestring, 

while getting the most out of volunteers with 

varying levels of experience.

PRICE MATTERS
Overall, participants will end up with an 

installation about 15-25% cheaper than the 

NSW market average. As important as the 

financial advantage, he says, is the provision 

of independent advice. “That’s what people 

are missing,” he says. All decisions on 

technology are vetted by experts. 

SunCrowd’s technical adviser is Glen Morris, 

the vice-president of the Australian Solar 

Council and vice-president of the Australian 

Energy Storage Council. 

Solar installs are dropping, says Cooper, 

who suspects there is an erotion of trust. 

“It’s a very technical sale and the fact it’s 

not a reoccurring sale means fly-by-nighters 

come in and can get away with being dodgy 

to the detriment of all the good guys in the 

industry.” Some systems are so cheap “it 

seems to defy physics”.

A SunCrowd campaign can be good news 

for subcontractors that have the trust of 

community groups in the regions it targets. 

“They might be sole traders who struggle to 

get work but will end up with 30 to 40 jobs 

through a campaign,” he says.

In a recent southern NSW campaign 

SunCrowd worked with community groups 

GreenConnect in Wollongong, RePower in 

Shoalhaven, BM Renew in the Blue 

Mountains, Climate Action Now 

Wingecarribee in Southern highlands along 

with the Moss Vale Community Garden, and 

Community Energy for Goulburn.

Cooper reckons about 80% of participants 

already have solar, so the campaigns are 

often trigger points to add more solar and 

introduce storage into existing systems. 

“Generally their awareness of solar will be 

fairly good, but energy awareness is still 

quite low in the community even among 

early adopters.” 

He hopes the NSW campaign will be taken 

up by 500-600 homes. Suppliers that have 

presented to SunCrowd gatherings include 

Tesla, Powershop, LG, Enphase and Reposit. 

Another sunny day, another reason to ask the 
SunCrowd guys for some tips on buying a system.
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2017 Solar and Storage 
Conference and Exhibition
The solar, storage and smart energy conference
Wednesday May 3 and Thursday May 4, 2017 

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

5000 delegates are expected at the 2017 
Show – the largest of its kind – displaying 
the latest technologies and innovations 
in smart storage, inverters and batteries, 
energy effi ciency, lighting, sustainability and 
the built environment. Product launches 
and insights, 100+ Exhibitor displays, 
networking events, and three specialist 
free-to-attend conference streams: Smart 
Energy and Energy Storage; Industry and 
Policy and Professional Development.

www.solar.org.au

FREE 

TO 

ATTEND

PLATINUM SPONSORS

CONFERENCE DAY SPONSORS

OTHER SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNERS

SUPPORTED BY

GOLD SPONSORS
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PLENTY OF FINANCE,  
NOT ENOUGH PROJECTS

Community group Repower Shoalhaven has plugged a gap  

for investors who want to back renewable energy.

Around the south coast of NSW, 

community group Repower Shoalhaven 

has plugged a gap for investors who want to 

back renewable energy by offering shares in 

solar systems on local businesses. 

Households and industry are attracted to 

solar because, if it’s done right, energy bills 

will be lower and the burden on pollution-

pluming power plants will be eased. That’s 

what’s called a win-win.

But investors can be hard-nosed about 

things. They want their capital to earn a 

decent return and they want all principal 

returned at a set date.

Where the return, or yield, is low, the risk 

of the capital being returned is usually low. 

Where yield is high, there is inevitably more 

risk about getting all your money back. 

Every investment has to tick a few other 

boxes, of course. Someone might have no 

problem lending to the TAB (by investing in 

its listed debt instruments, which are a bit 

like bonds), in return for a competitive yield, 

but someone else might not feel good about 

the gambling sector and look around for 

something else.

Around the south coast of NSW, 

community group Repower Shoalhaven has 

plugged a gap for investors who want to 

back renewable energy by offering shares in 

solar systems on local businesses. 

“We only expected local investors to begin 

with but it’s been so popular that it’s spread 

interstate,” says Repower Shoalhaven 

treasurer Jessica Bug. “We have investors  

in Western Australia, Queensland, Canberra 

… I think there’s even one in Tasmania.”

THE PIPELINE
Three projects are complete and one has 

just been financed. Repower One raised 

$119,800 for a 99kW system on the 

Shoalhaven Heads Bowling and Recreation 

Club, operating since 2014; Repower Two 

raised $53,300 for a 15kW system on the 

Nowra City Church and a 15kW system on 

Figtree Anglican Church; Repower Three 

raised $143,500 for a 30kW system on 

Anderson & Sons Dairy Farm, 12.5kW for the 

Milkwood Bakery, 20kW for John Hills Signs 

and 30kW for South Pacific Roof & Trusses; 

and Repower Four was fully subscribed in 

two days, with about $140,000 raised for a 

45kW system on the Nowra Bowling Club, 

30kW on the Eagle Park Dairy and 20kW on 

Ogdens Timber & Hardware.

For investors, the returns have been juicy: 

the first three projects paid yields between 

6% and 8%, and the latest is paying 5.19%. 

Term deposits are paying less than 3%.

Minimum investment varies for each 

project, where “loan notes”, or shares, are 

priced at one-hundredth the cost of a 

project. The minimum investment for 

Repower Four was one share (worth about 

$1,400 in that case) and the biggest single 

investor took 15, worth about $20,000. 

Over the four projects so far, 86% of 

investors have been individuals, 8% self-

managed superannuation funds, 4% trusts, 

1% community groups and 1% companies.

Principal is repaid in equal amounts 

throughout the 10-year term.

HOW IT WORKS
The host sites enter 10-year power purchase 

agreements for electricity supply from the 

solar systems, with the agreed starting 

amount indexed to inflation. At the end of 10 

years the system is gifted to the host and 

final repayments of capital and income 

distributions are paid to investors.

“We look at what their current energy rate 

is and how much they use, and we model 

that to see what rate we can come up with 

that is a financial benefit to them and the 

investors,” Burg says. “That’s why all the 

rates vary, especially when they’re grouped 

in with a couple of other businesses.”

In the majority of cases the rate for 

electricity offered by Repower Shoalhaven is 

lower than that paid to the host’s retailer.

Repower Four was exclusive to new 

investors, Burg says, to allow for building 

demand. Some investors had committed to 

three projects and it was time to cast the net 

wider. “We wanted to give everyone a chance 

who hadn’t invested already.” The offer was 

fully subscribed after two days.

Investors are attracted through the 

membership base, which grows 

incrementally after market stalls and 

fundraising events. Repower Shoalhaven 

also produces a monthly newsletter and 

attracts interest on Facebook. 

Investor demand has been so strong that 

the real job is finding new host sites, Burg 

says, to keep the momentum going.

“When we go out to market stalls or 

attend events it’s not purely aimed at 

investors; it’s more aimed at finding host 

sites,” she says. “The investors come to us 

without us having to do much marketing 

aimed at them.” 

The Repower Shoalhaven team pictured in front of 
another project that benefits investors as much as 

it does the property owner.
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WIND ROUNDTABLE

THE FORECAST  
IS FOR  
STRONG WIND

Wind energy is an abundant resource in Australia but expansion in projects has been limited  

over recent years. As costs fall and the air is slowly cleared on policy, the wind sector is set  

for strong growth. EcoGeneration asked four industry leaders about their projections and 

concerns as the 2020 Renewable Energy Target comes across the horizon.
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John Titchen is managing director of 
Goldwind Australia. John has more than 
20 years’ experience in the electricity 
industry in Australia with Hydro 
Tasmania, Roaring 40s and the 
Electricity Commission of NSW. He holds 
a BSc in Engineering and an Australian 
Company Directors Diploma.

Rachel Watson is general manager of 
new business at PacificHydro, where 
she is responsible for a range of 
corporate functions including energy 
markets, external affairs and new 
business. Rachel started at PacificHydro 
in 2006 as a corporate lawyer after 
holding legal roles at Orica and 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. She is  
also the incoming chair of the Clean 
Energy Council.

Cameron Reid is manager carbon and 
renewable energy policy at AGL, where 
he is responsible for influencing, 
understanding and coordinating AGL’s 
response (short and long term) to 
climate change, carbon policy and 
renewable energy policy. Cameron was 
previously AGL’s manager of customer 
hardship and social policy. 

Peter Cowling is general manager 
renewable sales Asia-Pacific at GE 
Energy. Peter has been with GE since 
2010 and in the renewable energy 
industry for 15 years. He holds law and 
history degrees from Melbourne’s 
Monash University and is a board 
member for the Clean Energy Council.
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How do you think the next three years will 

play out as we reach toward the 

Renewable Energy Target?

John Titchen, Goldwind: Activity in the 

Australian market has stepped up 

significantly in the last year with all major 

parties liable to the Large-scale Renewable 

Energy Target (LRET) taking action to meet 

their Large-scale Generation Certificate 

(LGC) liabilities. In addition, several projects 

including White Rock Wind Farm have been 

committed based on part or full merchant 

revenues. The energy and LGC prices have 

strengthened, providing a clear ongoing 

signal for renewable energy investment.

There is strong competition in the market, 

which ensures that a competitive sourcing of 

the LRET target is achieved. The LRET 

includes a mechanism by which shortfalls in 

meeting liabilities can be met in the following 

three years. It is possible that the 2020 

target will be met in this way. This is likely to 

result in sustained high LGC prices up to and 

beyond 2020. In this market, early 

investment is being rewarded.

A portion of the LGC liabilities that are 

associated with commercial and industrial 

customers are less easy to contract due to 

typically short-term power supply contracts. 

Solutions to this challenge include merchant 

investment, direct contracting with larger 

commercial and industrial customers or the 

adoption of state schemes that tender LGC 

power purchase agreements (PPAs) to match 

up with the commercial and industrial 

liabilities, ensuring that the commercial and 

industrial LGC demand is satisfied. 

Rachel Watson, PacificHydro: Bipartisan 

support for the renewable energy target has 

provided confidence that it is here to stay. 

We’re seeing signs that the market is now 

getting organised to meet it. On the supply 

side, long-planned developments are being 

built, along with new projects going through 

the development process. On the demand 

side we are seeing the return of PPAs — and 

not just from traditional off-takers.

We’re on track for a rapid increase in 

construction work as we reinvigorate our 

development pipeline; and utility-scale solar 

is going to play a much larger role due to the 

ever-falling cost of panels.

Cameron Reid, AGL: With the tightening of 

the supply-demand balance, state 

encouragement for RET eligible projects and 

major gentailers announcing projects there 

appears to be the necessary momentum to 

meet the RET. There may be some timing 

issues as the LGC market continues to be 

around (it might tip over) penalty in the 

short to medium term. Assuming no move to 

try to manage this transitory pricing things 

should settle as projects begin to come 

online. The bigger challenge will be ensuring 

some degree of policy certainty beyond 

2020 to provide the longer term 

sustainability required for industry.

Peter Cowling, GE: We expect to see an 

unprecedented volume of utility-scale wind 

and solar farms reach financial close in the 

next three years in Australia. There are 

almost as many gigawatts of projects under 

advanced procurement discussions as there 

are installed. The projects are there to meet 

the RET and the capital is available. The key 

challenge will be finding commercial models 

to lock in the investment required, including 

alternatives to traditional long-term power 

purchase agreements.

What will be the major challenges or 

bottlenecks, including finding skilled staff 

in construction and production?

Titchen, Goldwind: Goldwind has 

considerable manufacturing capacity and 

does not see an impediment in meeting the 

target from an equipment supply 

perspective. In recent years the industry in 

Australia has been poised to construct 

renewable energy projects — there is very 

significant capacity in the industry and new 

players are entering into the wind farm 

construction field. For example, Fulton 

Hogan is the civil and electrical construction 

contractor for White Rock Wind Farm — their 

substantial experience in similar 

infrastructure projects translates directly 

into wind farm projects. 

Watson, PacificHydro: The delay in 

developing some projects means that some 

older permits were issued for machines 

Large-scale generation 
certificates may trade 
at sustained high prices 
up to and beyond 2020. 
In this market, early 
investment is being 
rewarded.

John Titchen, Goldwind

Below: The scale of wind projects sets the technology 
in a whole other realm to solar energy solutions.
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which no longer provide the optimum 

solution for these sites. Going through the 

development approvals process to enable 

the use of more efficient machines may 

cause a bottleneck in bringing these projects 

to financial close.

Another challenge, which is also an 

opportunity, is the introduction of new 

suppliers into the market in order to meet 

demand. New equipment suppliers need to 

be supported as they learn about Australian 

requirements and build their own 

reputations in the local market.

Reid, AGL: The major challenges will differ 

among market participants. You would 

expect the larger players to get their 

projects away assuming the financing 

structure can diversify the risk, such as that 

achieved through AGL Energy’s Powering 

Australian Renewables Fund. There may be 

some labour and equipment bottlenecks 

impacting construction price but these 

should be manageable. One area to watch 

will be financing for projects that will supply 

outside the credit rated retailer liability. 

Without the credit rated entity on the 

demand side, financing costs and risk 

allocation might prove a challenge for 

potential merchant programs.

Cowling, GE: There will likely be some short-

term bottlenecks for some specialist 

equipment such as very high lift cranes or 

specialist transport rigs, but given project 

timelines the global market is more than 

capable of responding to these needs. 

Australia is recognised globally as having a 

strong future for renewables, so we will no 

doubt see interest from suppliers at all levels 

of industry to respond to the opportunity. 

Compared to other major infrastructure 

projects, building out the RET and beyond is 

relatively straightforward. All the required 

skills are available and additional workforce 

is easily upskilled from allied industries.

The electricity system transition seems to 

be gaining momentum but what is the role 

of state and local governments in 

assisting that transition?

Titchen, Goldwind: The federal and state 

governments need to be in alignment on the 

electricity market transition. There is a need 

for planning of the development of the 

market arrangements as the future power 

system will have quite different features 

from the historical system.

It is in the community’s interest that the 

transition is managed in an efficient and 

effective manner. A combination of 

regulatory and market instruments is 

necessary. A national approach is needed 

with technical, regulatory and market 

arrangements that provide flexibility for the 

emergence of the optimal energy system.

Watson, PacificHydro: State and local 

government play an integral role in the 

success of this transition through policy 

settings and targets; and can further assist 

by ensuring processes are efficient, 

especially at a departmental level. 

Development requires liaison with multiple 

agencies, so it’s vital that these interfaces 

work well.

State policy settings and renewable 

energy targets create favourable  

investment conditions and also help make 

the case for consistent national policy, which 

is an essential part of making sure the 

transition is orderly.

As well as planning approvals, local 

governments can also play a major role in 

connecting developers with skills, 

capabilities and suppliers in their 

municipalities. This stimulates regional 

economies and helps projects integrate into 

local communities.

Support at all these levels provides many 

of the necessary settings to transition the 

electricity system from black to green.

Reid, AGL: Local governments have an 

important role to play within the planning 

system but also as large consumers driving 

demand through renewable energy 

purchasing policies.

State governments are critical to the 

We’re on track for a rapid increase in construction 
as we reinvigorate our development pipeline and 
utility-scale solar is going to play a larger role.

Rachel Watson, PacificHydro

Above: The good folk of Glen Innes, in north-east NSW, 
gather in December to welcome the first blade for 
Goldwind’s White Rock Wind Farm.
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Both levels of government will play an 

important role in pre-empting and mitigating 

the broader socioeconomic challenges as 

energy sources and associated employment 

patterns change with the transition. 

What energy market changes should take 

highest priority?

Titchen, Goldwind: It is important to  

develop the market in advance of technical 

and commercial challenges that are 

emerging. Such as, firstly, a harmonised 

renewable energy target to provide a 

foundation for growth.

Adopting a sustained increase to the 

renewable energy target beyond 2020 will 

create a platform for ongoing growth in 

renewable energy generation progressing 

the electricity sector transition. 

For renewable energy to be delivered at 

least cost, the duration of the renewable 

energy target should be extended to  

2040, enabling the investment returns  

to be recovered at a lower price over a 

longer period commensurate with an 

infrastructure investment.

Secondly, strengthen inter-state 

transmission interconnectors to fully utilise 

existing infrastructure.

The establishment of stronger electrical 

connections between the states is important 

to ensure system security is maintained and 

energy resources are optimally deployed. 

For example, a second Tasmanian 

connection would provide additional peaking 

capacity into Victoria as brown coal 

generators close, provide a backup 

(redundancy) for Basslink, enhancing system 

security, and would facilitate additional 

renewable energy investment.

Thirdly, ensure generating capacity is 

sufficient as the generation mix changes.

As large, end of life coal generators are 

withdrawn from the market, it is important 

to maintain sufficient dispatchable capacity 

to meet electricity demand at all times. A 

mechanism is required that will ensure 

sufficient dispatchable capacity is available 

to meet demand.

And point four, address gaps in the design 

of the National Electricity Market where 

needed, and introduce an inertia market.

The National Electricity Market has  

sub-markets for frequency control services 

but not for inertia. The addition of an 

ancillary service market for inertia in the 

National Electricity Market rules would 

ensure power system frequency control is 

well managed as greater levels of renewable 

energy are installed.

Local governments have an important role to play 
within the planning system but also as large 
consumers driving demand through renewable 
energy purchasing policies.

Cameron Reid, AGL

transition process. Beyond their renewable 

policies state governments can provide 

certainty in the market for a range of areas 

in the energy industry (physical, financial 

and regulatory). This could be through the 

role of regulator or via the COAG Energy 

Council. While bipartisanship at a federal 

level is desirable, when it comes to long-term 

certainty agreement or alignment between 

states and the federal government is 

critically important. Alignment on rules for 

the closure of coal plants and dispatchability 

of renewables beyond the RET are areas 

where states can play a leadership role.

Cowling, GE: State governments as the key 

stakeholders in the NEM and South-West 

Interconnected System are critical to 

ensuring that market rules keep up with the 

changing characteristics of the system — we 

will have to operate the grid and the market 

differently as we transition to higher levels 

of non-synchronous intermittent generation. 

Local governments also have an important 

role to facilitate timely and cost-effective 

planning approvals for large-scale renewable 

projects and their support infrastructure. 

Above: Wind projects will benefit from an increase  
in system security as more connections are 
established between states.
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Watson, PacificHydro: Ensuring a smooth 

transition from a carbon-intensive energy 

sector to one including more renewables as 

we achieve the RET is going to be key. 

Central planning and coordination with a 

clear commitment to long-term goals is vital 

to ensuring the right outcome.

Reid, AGL: Developing a plan for the 

transition to a decarbonised energy sector  

is critical. 

Such a plan needs to consider the balance 

required in addressing the trilemma of 

carbon constraint, system reliability and 

affordability.

AGL believes this needs to be underpinned 

by a framework for orderly transition that 

provides a mechanism for the timely exit of 

existing thermal generation (such as, age), 

addressing volatility as a means of financing 

firm capacity with a stapled “firm capacity 

right” for new renewable projects, and 

emissions intensity trading scheme and 

implementing a nationally consistent and 

cost-effective policy for incentivising new 

renewable energy beyond 2020.

Cowling, GE: The most urgent priority is to 

ensure the frequency control ancillary 

services market is working effectively. 

An increase in wind farm construction is  

a huge opportunity for investment in 

regional Australia, so what’s the most 

exciting community engagement or 

benefit sharing initiative that your 

company is working on?

Titchen, Goldwind: Goldwind is currently 

constructing the White Rock Wind Farm  

in the Northern Tablelands/New England 

region of NSW, and initiatives in the  

project include:

Firstly, the Mobile Black Spot Initiative, 

where White Rock Wind Farm teamed up with 

Vodafone and federal, state and local 

governments to install Vodafone equipment 

on a wind monitoring mast, significantly 

boosting mobile phone coverage to the 

surrounding area. The initiative delivered 

local benefits to the community prior to 

construction commencing. 

Secondly, the Local Business Participation 

Program has provided opportunities for local 

companies to offer their services to the 

project. The ICN Gateway [business network] 

was utilised and a workshop was held 

between the project delivery team and 

interested parties. Significant local business 

involvement in the project has resulted. 

Sponsorship of local events has also 

enabled White Rock Wind Farm to participate 

in community activities. And lastly, we 

The most urgent 
priority is to ensure the 
frequency control 
ancillary services 
market is working 
effectively.

Peter Cowling, GE

established a shopfront in Glen Innes, the 

closest township, which is staffed by a local 

community member and ensures that White 

Rock Wind Farm has a consistent presence 

during the construction phase and into 

operation. This facility allows members of 

the community and passing visitors to 

discover more about the project.

Watson, PacificHydro: PacificHydro 

established the first wind farm community 

fund in 2005. Since then, our Sustainable 

Communities Fund has provided more than 

$2 million to over 600 local groups and 

projects. We are working on expanding and 

improving the fund in 2017, further 

simplifying the application process and 

involving local communities more closely  

in decision-making.

We ran a very successful wind farm open 

day in November 2016 at our Portland wind 

farm in partnership with the local community 

garden. This showcased and supported some 

of the fantastic work of local groups, and 

provided hands-on renewable energy 

demonstrations to the public. Along with our 

frequent face-to-face neighbour and 

community contact, the day provided a 

further opportunity to meet with and further 

understand the needs and priorities of our 

host communities, and for them to learn 

more about what we do.

Reid, AGL: AGL is developing a 200MW 

windfarm at Silverton in NSW and a 400MW 

windfarm at Cooper’s Gap in Queensland. At 

both of these projects AGL is seeking to 

ensure neighbours to the project who are 

not hosting turbines still benefit directly 

thorough the provision of solar PV systems.

Around our coal plants in NSW and 

Victoria, our engagement is centred on 

working with communities in the Hunter and 

Latrobe Valleys. It focuses on the community 

challenges and social impacts of a transition 

away from coal generation and towards a 

decarbonised energy system. Working with 

our people, community and government 

leaders AGL is seeking to foster new industry 

models, supported by transparent 

engagement and robust discussion with 

business and government, which can best 

support the communities within which we 

operate over the long term.

Cowling, GE: The Ararat Wind Farm, which 

will be Australia’s third-largest wind farm, is 

projected to inject almost $8 million into the 

local economy. We have been privileged to 

work with the landowners, neighbours and 

broader community to foster an open 

dialogue to maximise positive local impact 

from the construction process. 

Below: New construction will bring new jobs, a benefit 
to communities that goes beyond the provision of 
electricity free from the byproduct of pollution.
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What is the biggest market for Delta: 

residential, commercial or utility-scale? 

In Australia, the PV market consists mostly 

of residential installations. In other parts of 

the world the PV market mostly consists of 

commercial and utility scale projects, which 

is where Delta’s greatest strength is. The 

larger inverters from Delta are particularly 

popular in places like India, where Delta has 

around 23% market share. 

What’s your outlook for 2017?

We expect to see a 15-20% growth in the 

small to medium commercial market and 

reasonable growth of the large commercial 

and industrial sectors, which is where we 

expect a lot of our growth to be. Delta 

anticipates our market share in Australia to 

increase with the introduction of the new 

mini-range and our 80kW inverter.

Is it hard getting commercial-industrial 

customers to convert to clean energy?

It can be difficult, but there is no doubt solar 

and other forms of renewable energy are 

essential in providing their energy needs. 

One of the main challenges is educating 

customers in a way that allows them to make 

an informed decision not based purely on 

price. They need to understand the technical 

aspects, service support and what’s going to 

give them the best return on investment.

What is holding them back?

One of the main hindrances is still the 

inadequate grid infrastructure, which can 

struggle to cope with the variability of solar 

energy as it has only been designed to 

support fairly consistent levels of 

generation. Another obstacle is the time it 

can take to get a project off the ground.

How is the E5 residential system going?

Demand for the new E5 system is growing 

steadily, even though it has only been 

DELTA EYES DAWN OF 
COMMERCIAL GROWTH
Delta Energy Systems business development manager Angus Hawke talks about the  

opportunities that lie ahead for the international inverter giant.

Above: Angus Hawke says 2017 will be defined by 
growth in the commercial and industrial sectors.

Above: Delta’s inverters are a common sight in 
industrial installations around the world.

available here for a short time. The E5 hybrid 

package offers a large number of advanced 

features, such as a number of pre-

programed operational modes, which can be 

used to optimise the benefits to the home-

owner according to their requirements. The 

high-capacity 6kWh Lithium-ion battery pack 

has been designed with Panasonic to ensure 

high levels of safety and performance.

Had any feedback from installers?

It’s been very positive, with installers liking 

the inbuilt features, build quality and 

relatively straightforward installation. 

Another benefit is the optional colour 

touchscreen energy manager unit. This 

allows the user to control the inverter and 

battery functionality in incredible detail. For 

example, the user can pre-program up to two 

years of operation, including different 

battery charge and discharge times and 

when to swap between operational modes.

Do consumers understand the different 

operating usage modes? 

Most installers are not yet familiar with the 

different operation modes of the Delta E5 

and the benefits these can offer customers. 

There are eight modes. One of my favourites 

is the Peak Cut mode, which helps reduce 

peak demand and subsequent cost from the 

grid by discharging the batteries at a 

predefined “peak level”. For example, when 

the home load exceeds the peak level set by 

the user, the battery will discharge to assist 

the home power usage. This allows the 

stored energy to be used at times of the day 

when savings are at their greatest.

Do you have any new launches planned?

Yes, a new range of residential string 

inverters. They will have the lowest start-up 

voltages on the market for string inverters 

and come standard with wi-fi and remote 

firmware updating capabilities. 
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SMART ENGINEERING,
LIFETIME RELIABILITY
Our transformers are renowned for their reliability.  
They are designed according to parameters such as 
generation profile, feed in tariff, corrosive 
environment, wind profile, project design life, 
expected revenue per kWh and cost of capital.

Our product range includes:

	 Power	Transformers	(≤550MVA)
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	 Compact	MV	Substations
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REPOSIT ADDS BRAINS TO 
BATTERIES AND CUTS BILLS

The Canberra-based software maker is prepared to expand 

as the benefits of distributed generation take storage to the 

mainstream, writes Jeremy Chunn.

The tools consumers need to claim back 

some power from the incumbent utilities 

are already available, says Reposit Power 

chief technology officer Lachlan Blackhall, 

but when they are adopted at scale all 

energy users will notice the effects.

Reposit’s box of magic software is 

connected to a customer’s switchboard 

when a battery is installed. Onsite meter 

data is linked via the cloud with data from 

weather forecasters.

The software learns from the household’s 

consumption as it goes and then thinks ahead 

to match the next day’s predicted load with 

expected solar generation based on the 

weather outlook. If tomorrow’s forecast is for 

a curtain of cloud, the system may decide to 

recharge overnight on off-peak grid power. 

The result is maximised self-consumption 

and a minimised bill.

“The algorithms underlying it ensure we 

have very accurate predictions all day every 

day,” Blackhall says. “We’re able to plan 

what the battery will do throughout the day 

and then control it in real time to ensure the 

customer is getting the value they expect 

from their battery.”

The Canberra-based company claims its 

product halves the payback period for a 

residential battery.

INCOMING
Another boost to savings comes from 

Reposit’s GridCredit system which allows 

households to sell surplus energy into the 

grid to an approved list of retailers, and 
Above: Lachlan Blackhall and the Reposit team are 
working hard to test the limits of energy optimisation.
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potentially back to the network operators, 

when prices are highest. When Blackhall 

spoke to EcoGeneration Diamond Energy and 

Simply Energy were offering “GC100” 

GridCredit offerings of $1/kWh, “which is a 

very good deal for energy”.

“It’s important that we continue to find 

ways to incentivise customer participation in 

the grid,” he says. “GridCredits are a useful 

mechanism for that.” Reposit doesn’t “clip 

the ticket” on GridCredit payments, he says.

As consumers are more informed about 

the electricity market they’ll learn the value 

of their home storage systems. If $1/kWh 

sounds generous it’s because the spot price 

rises sharply at key points of the day, and 

battery owners are well positioned to sell at 

those times, he says. “The GridCredits are a 

reflection of that underlying value.”

Distribution models are in flux and no-one 

is certain how it will all end, but Blackhall 

sees a home system with solar and storage 

as a small part of a much larger and very 

flexible consumer power station. As that 

network of home systems grows it will have 

increasing relevance in the grid. He believes 

more residential battery systems connected 

to the grid will bring greater stability to it. 

Under that scenario, GridCredits are an 

essential part of the changing generation mix. 

“They are definitely here to stay,” he says.

As “spinning generation” is shut down, and 

coal-fired plants in particular, the grid will 

become less stable. This will place more 

pressure on the ancillary services market, 

which will become more lucrative as 

renewables make up a greater share of 

generation. This is already the case in South 

Australia, he says. “Nationally, as we start to 

see the phase out of fossil fuel-fired 

generation, you would anticipate that the 

value you see in the stability market for South 

Australia actually become valuable in each of 

the market regions around Australia.”

There is every reason to expect 

GridCredits will become more lucrative  

as renewables make up a much greater  

share of the market and many more 

residential batteries are installed, he says.

Powershop is also on the company’s 

“This is the kind of solution we’re going to need 
everywhere [globally] to ensure we have high 
penetration of renewables while ensuring we have 
reliable, cost-effective grids into the future.”

Above: The Reposit box is fitted when a 
battery is installed and links meter data 
with data from weather forecasters.

approved list, which Reposit expects to add 

to as it finalises relationships with other 

retailers and networks. It says its product 

will be supported anywhere on the NEM.

FIRST CHARGE
Blackhall founded Reposit with Dean 

Spaccavento in 2013. The pair met in 2008 

and in 2011 decided they both “shared a 

vision” about renewable energy and why it 

deserved prominence. The two started 

working on a prototype and five years later 

are offering a second generation technology 

and have employed 15 colleagues. The first 

system was installed in March 2015.

Hundreds of systems have been installed 

across Australia since then, he says, but 

things are expected to become far more 

busy as storage meets the mass market. 

Currently, everything is assembled at its 

Canberra HQ, but plans are in place to move 

to a much larger manufacturing base.

“We expect the amount of storage to 

increase pretty significantly,” Blackhall says, 

citing one estimate of a million batteries by 

2020, “which is pretty substantial.” Reposit 

has partners in place to help with scaling up. 

When it comes to competition on the world 

stage Blackhall refers to Reposit’s 

technology as being “reasonably” unique. 

“The whole world is trying to understand 

how battery storage can be deployed and 

managed in the grid,” he says. 

“Globally this is seen as the way we will 

need to go to ensure we can support a large 

installed base of storage. It’s important to 

get it right in Australia.” 

Battery suppliers are looking at Australia 

as a mature market, he says. “This is the 

kind of solution we’re going to need 

everywhere [globally] to ensure we have 

high penetration of renewables while 

ensuring we have reliable, cost-effective 

grids into the future.”

The Reposit software can be integrated 

with a limited list of battery and inverter 

manufacturers, but options will be 

expanded. “Our view is that customers 

should be able to use the battery system 

that they want.”

Of course, there is always the chance an 

ambitious customer might choose to install a 

mighty system (or cut his consumption 

dramatically) and become a net seller of 

electricity. Blackhall says it’s unlikely, but 

not impossible. “If the incentive is there to 

do that then it might be an entirely rational 

thing for them to do.” 
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PUMPED HYDRO, SOLAR AND 
WIND ARE ALL WE NEED: ANU
A 100% renewable energy National Electricity Market is possible using solar, wind and pumped 

hydro, say researchers at the Australian National University.

“The cost of a 100% renewable energy 

future is low,” says Andrew Blakers. 

“PV and wind, although variable, can supply 

demand in every hour of the year.”

Blakers, a professor of engineering at the 

Australian National University in Canberra, 

can make this amazing claim because his 

research team designed an optimisation 

model which sought to minimise the cost of a 

100% clean energy national electricity 

market using solar, wind and pumped hydro 

augmented by any necessary high-voltage 

transmission lines.

Once the researchers had fed their 

massive, iterative model into a 

supercomputer they sat back and waited 15 

hours for an answer.

It was $90/MWh.

That price is “way below” other estimates 

for a clean energy system, Blakers says, 

because the researchers restricted 

themselves to using mainstream 

technologies. He expects the price to fall, 

perhaps below $75/MWh, as technology 

becomes ever cheaper.

The model is telling the team a 100% 

renewable NEM would need between  

15-20GW of pumped hydro, or between 50 

and 80 systems throughout the country. A 

high-voltage transmission line would also be 

required west of the Diving Range down the 

east coast and along the south.

Pumped hydro would supply the least 

energy of the three sources in an optimal 

NEM, he says, but it is important “as a means 

to an end”. 

“It’s by far the lowest cost storage 

technology available, which is why it’s 99% 

of all energy storage, and remarkably it has 

been completely overlooked in most high-

renewable energy studies.”

Technologies that currently generate less 

than 100GW around the world are not 

included in the study, Blakers says, leaving 

PV, wind and pumped hydro storage.

“On that basis we exclude solar thermal, 

batteries, geothermal, tidal, ocean energy…” 

The list goes on.

THE RIGHT SITES
The project consists of three components: 

identify all sites suitable for pumped hydro in 

Australia not within national parks and other 

sensitive areas; build cost models for 

pumped hydro systems by site that 

developers can use as a starting point, and; 

incorporate the site and cost information 

into a 100% renewable energy scenario for 

the future, where all electricity in the NEM is 

supplied by solar, wind and pumped hydro.

To begin, the national electricity market 

(which as we all know includes Queensland, 

NSW, Victoria, the ACT, South Australia and 

Tasmania) is divided into 43 geographical 

cells, with historical solar and wind data 

included for each cell. Then, an algorithm 

looks for optimal levels of solar, wind, 

pumped hydro and numbers of high-voltage 

interconnectors to match demand with 

energy output for every hour of the day on 

the entire NEM, again using historical data.

So, if all goes well, the model will deliver 

an optimal blend of renewable energy and 

additional infrastructure to satisfy the NEM. 

With no reliance at all on coal, gas or nuclear.

“We simply place the solar and PV in 

sensible zones,” says Blakers. “The idea is by 

having the solar and wind data for every cell 

Pumped hydro is commonly used around the world for 
energy storage, such as this facility in Lithuania.
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then the algorithm decides whether or not to 

put any PV or wind in a particular cell then 

crawls over this huge solution space until it 

finds a solution that meets demand, then 

finds another one and another one and so 

on, then looks at the levelised cost of energy 

for each of the solutions it finds and chooses 

the lowest one.”

The model will be looking for a solution 

that meets demand for every hour of 2006 

to 2010, the data set the researchers have 

chosen as a good enough approximation of 

the future. “If it meets every hour of demand 

[for that period] then we can be fairly sure 

we’re on the right track for meeting demand 

in the future given demand is almost flat and 

sun and wind doesn’t change very much year 

to year.”

By including weather systems all up and 

down the NEM, Blakers says the probability 

of there being lots of cloud and no wind is 

very low.

“The algorithm teaches you very quickly 

that you want very wide distribution of PV 

and wind in order to access many different 

weather systems.”

The project drew $449,000 in funding 

from the Australian Renewable Energy 

Agency, with an emphasis placed on the 

mapping of potential short-term off-river 

pumped hydro energy storage sites. “This 

study will help us see just how cheap, 

efficient and effective pumped hydro 

systems can be in providing large-scale, 

reliable, clean energy storage that can feed 

into the grid on demand, in a range of 

suitable locations across Australia,” said 

ARENA CEO Ivor Frischknecht.

AVOID THE CURRENT
But where should pumped hydro systems be 

placed? Somewhere close to plenty of water, 

you’d expect. But Blakers says the best spots 

can be created on the tops and bases of 

hilltops far away from any flowing water.

“When we think of pumped hydro we think 

of anything but a river,” Blakers says, 

following the logic that there are vastly more 

suitable sites far from rivers, and that sites 

close to rivers invite the risk of flooding. 

“Flood control is a very important part of 

the overall cost of a river-based system.”

Blakers says reservoirs for humped hydro 

systems can be “tiny”, at between 10 and 

100 hectares, where bulldozers scoop out 

basins atop and at the base of a steep hill. A 

pipe connecting the two will have a pump 

turbine somewhere inside it and the same 

water will be sent up and down over and over 

again, to generate power when rushing 

downhill or take advantage of cheap power 

to pump it up top again.

Sourcing the water for pumped hydro 

systems, which may be dotted in some 

pretty far-flung places, is no big deal, he 

says. “The amount of water required is 

trivial,” being evaporation minus rainfall, or 

about 0.1% of annual extractions from the 

Murray-Darling basin. 

Most of the eligible sites are on the 

western side of the Great Diving Range, 

outside national parks, where rainfall is fairly 

reliable and water is available nearby. 

“Even in the hottest, driest place  

we’re looking at — east of Port Augusta in 

South Australia — they’re only 10 or so 

kilometres from the main water supply. So 

although there is not a lot of rainfall there is 

unlimited water.”

POWER SHIFT
Blakers says it looks as though the pumped 

hydro component will store during the day 

and shift the solar power into the night. “In 

the typical daily cycle the pumped hydro fills 

during the day when the sun’s shining and is 

drawn down in the evening peak when the 

sun’s not shining and is refilled overnight by 

wind energy, ready for the morning peak.”

And around and around it goes.

The more often they run, the cheaper they 

get, he says. It costs almost nothing to run 

them, but quite a lot to build them, so if you 

run them twice a day you’re amortising the 

cost of building over two cycles a day, not 

once, “so you’ve just halved the cost”.

The cost of a 100% renewable electricity 

grid is about $90/MWh, the model tells them, 

split into a levelised cost of PV and wind 

generation around two-thirds that amount 

and levelised cost of balancing (pumped 

hydro, transmission lines and spilled PV and 

wind) about one-third.

The current pooled price in the NEM is 

about $60/MWh and the cost of a new black-

coal power station with no carbon price is 

about $80/MWh.

“In other words, a 100% renewable PV and 

wind system matches the price of a new 

fossil-fuel system, without a carbon price,” 

Blakers says.

Estimates are based on wind prices from 

the ACT reverse auctions, PV prices from the 

most recent ARENA large-scale solar round 

and high-voltage DC and pumped hydro from 

published models. 

The team has gathered “enough data to 

get started” and has completed an initial 

integration study. 

The renewable energy target may act as a 

reverse carbon price until 2020, Blakers 

says, and push along deployment of PV and 

wind, but after then we’re back to the point 

where new green energy plants will have to 

compete against gas- and coal-fired power 

stations that look good because capital was 

sunk decades ago and the externalities of 

pollution are ignored.

“That is the single largest obstacle,” he 

says. “If there was something equivalent to 

the RET continuing beyond 2020 to 

encourage further growth of PV and wind or 

to penalise existing coal and gas then the 

high-voltage transmission and pumped 

hydro would simply grow organically.”

He cites the 50MW Genex Power pumped 

hydro proposal in North Queensland, which 

has attracted a $4 million ARENA grant, as 

an example of the types of assets that would 

suit a 100% clean NEM. 

“In the typical daily cycle the pumped hydro fills 
during the day and is drawn down in the evening 
peak when the sun’s not shining.”

Above: Modelling by Andrew Blakers’ team at ANU 
highlighted the opportunity for new transmission.
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The solar training sector has a 

weight on its shoulders turning 

out installers fit to convert  

the country to clean energy. 

But as the battery surge 

approaches the stakes are 

high, writes Jeremy Chunn.

Solar installers are the front line of an 

industry under intense scrutiny. If they 

do the job well, customers will be happy. If 

they don’t, the entire renewable energy 

industry will be to blame. 

And if predictions of strong demand for 

battery storage turn out to be accurate, all it 

will take is one or two fires and all solar 

installers will bear the brunt of a whiplash of 

negative sentiment.

That’s why training is so important.

In 2007 just over 3,000 solar PV systems 

were installed nationwide. In 2011, 360,000 

systems were installed. “Our industry in four 

years went through a hundredfold increase,” 

says Clean Energy Council accreditation 

manager Sandy Atkins. “Any time an 

industry grows that quickly there are always 

going to be issues that were not foreseen.”

Over that time industry standards took 

seven years to update, Atkins says, but solar 

install courses and CPD programs were 

updated fairly fluidly.

As uptake of batteries enters an 

exponential growth phase, training and 

accreditation guidelines may need to be 

adapted quickly. “We are concerned about 

batteries and consumers understanding 

them,” Atkins says.

YOU CAN DO IT
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ON THE JOB
When it comes to training, it’s important to 

choose a facility where course content is 

based on industry experience, says SkillBuild 

director Bill Gammon. “We’re practitioners,” 

Gammon says. “All of our trainers tend to be 

experts in their field.” 

Gammon lists CEC compliance officer Luke 

Pickles, Selectronic electronic engineer Rob 

Moss and Alice Springs-based installer Mark 

Schild as SkillBuild trainers who are clocking 

up professional practical experience in their 

day jobs.

SkillBuild trainees are expected to design 

and put together a real installation and 

prepare quotes. “We make it work-like,” he 

says. “And that’s why they appreciate it.” 

Trainees will also pay more for a SkillBuild 

course because Gammon insists on 

graduates having the Stand Alone Safety 

and Design Standard (AS4509), which adds 

about $400 to the cost. “Having said that, all 

the courses are full,” he says. 

The school runs two storage courses a 

month, with 10-12 students, and grid-connect 

courses, where there has been a surge in 

interest from electricians who have realised 

they have to have grid-connect if they want 

storage training – and they really, really want 

storage training. The trainer is busy in South 

Australia, Gammon says, as installers 

respond to the locals’ insecurities about 

relying on the grid. 

Any registered training organisation, or 

RTO, must map courses against units of 

confidence for any education it offers. “As 

long as you are meeting the units as they are 

written you can teach it any way you want,” 

says GSES director of operations and 

engineering Chris Martell, explaining the 

RTO system. “You just have to prove you 

have those learning outcomes as per the 

defined units.”

The units of competence were developed 

by an industry reference group three years 

ago and left in draft stage. The reference 

group was amalgamated with another group 

in that time and the approval of the units 

was delayed, but they should be signed off 

by early 2017, Martell says. In the meantime 

the CEC has approved the units and will 

accredit any courses mapped to the units, 

“and our course is,” Martell says.

GSES offers grid-connect units, with  

three units of competence; and grid-connect 

with energy storage, with two units  

of competence. 

The solar industry is fast-changing, 

especially battery storage. The only thing 

everyone agrees on is that prices will come 

Above and below: Selectronic electronic engineer Rob Moss explains the tech to students in a SkillBuild class.

Below: The study never ends, with continuous professional development programs — such as this in-house session 
presented at Selectronic by Lindsay Hart — adding important credentials to installers’ qualifications.
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down and some of today’s technology will 

struggle to make the finish line in a 

competitive field. That makes the task of 

educators “complicated,” Martell says. 

He also cites Australian Standard 4777, 

which dictates how inverters connect to the 

grid and the requirements for all inverters 

on the market, as a rule that keeps him on 

his feet. When the standard changes, “we’ll 

have to upgrade our entire practical facility,” 

he says. “We’re constantly updating.”

Electro-Training Institute director Jeff 

McRobb knows it’s important to update the 

curriculum as trends change. “We adapt by 

working in the industry and liaising with 

stakeholders that are also working in the 

industry by doing site inspections of their 

installs,” says McRobb, who also keeps tabs 

with wholesale suppliers and attends 

conferences and exhibitions around 

Australia.

CHARGE AHEAD
David Tolliday, the senior renewable energy 

instructor at Holmesglen TAFE in Moorabbin, 

Victoria, has been in the solar training  

game 10 years and deals mainly with 

electricians keen on gaining new skills to 

earn accreditation and start installing  

PV systems. 

“We had a big influx of grid-connect PV 

guys a couple of years ago and we’re 

basically at saturation point there,” Tolliday 

says, with about 4,000 accredited installers 

out and about. Now they’re all coming back 

to be trained on grid-connect with battery 

storage. At TAFEs across Australia that 

means three days’ classwork on top of grid-

connect. “That’s where the major focus of 

training is at the moment.”

Storage is far from basic. It’s a lot to cram 

into three days of practical workshop-based 

study, and Tolliday says a boost to funding 

will see a bunch of new equipment in 2017. 

Classes include lithium ion and lead acid 

technology, with Ecoult, Samsung and 

Enphase technology on the shopping list. 

Students build systems, link them to a 

Leaders in renewable energy
training & engineering

Grid Connect PV Systems
(CEC Grid Connect Accreditation)
                                               3 days + Online | $2250  
Grid Connect PV Systems with Batteries* 
(CEC Storage Endorsement)
                                               3 days + Online | $2250   
Solar Power System Fundamentals
                                                                 Online | $ 295                   

Enrol now! 1300 265 525 | www.gses.com.au | info@gses.com.au

GSES training centre located 
15 mins from Sydney CBD

GSES mobile trailer 
for QLD training

*Grid-connect PV systems is a prerequisite for Grid-connect PV Systems with Batteries

Above: “We make it work-like,” says Bill Gammon, pictured at left. “That’s why they appreciate it.”

“We adapt by working 
in the industry and 
liaising with 
stakeholders that are 
also working in the 
industry.”

Jeff McRobb,  
Electro-Training Institute
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monitor and return after a week or so to see 

how they performed.

About eight to 10 cycles of no more than 

12 students are accepted a year. “As demand 

takes off we do it more often,” he says. 

Safety is a major drill for the storage 

component: batteries can catch fire and they 

are heavy. There are also conflicting 

messages around what type of storage is 

appropriate, and what size. This will become 

obvious as feed-in tariffs come to an end. 

“People are not going to size systems to 

export,” Tolliday says. “You size them for 

self-consumption or you size them for self-

consumption and charge the batteries [from 

the grid] to use overnight. That’s what the 

designer and installer have to understand.”

The install is the easy part, he says. 

Knowing the different types is something 

else. Lead-acid can’t be totally discharged or 

recharged, “otherwise you’ll wreck them”; 

short warranties on lithium ion batteries 

may be an indication the technology is 

immature. “If you don’t look after batteries 

they don’t last very long,” he says. With an 

average PV-and-storage system costing 

$15,000, “you don’t get the payback”. Off-

grid systems are totally different, with 

storage of up to four days’ energy required.

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED
At SkillBuild, Gammon’s had plenty of 

opportunities to observe graduates of other 

courses as they pass through his institution. 

“There is a bit of concern [about work 

experience],” he says. “I think, hang on, they 

didn’t actually do any practical work.” He 

says he is wary of institutions that offer 

Above: It’s not so easy to stock training rooms with all the latest gear when it is changing so fast. 
Below: Outsiders are sometimes brought in to instruct on technology which is unique to one manufacturer.
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understand charging rates in batteries may 

be putting property and lives in danger. 

“There will be fires, it’s as simple as that. 

We’ve got to be really careful about these 

fellas doing the right thing.”

As for a surge in demand for residential 

storage, Gammon’s not so sure. “There’s a 

lot of hype out there,” he says, underlined by 

commercial interests. “I don’t think there are 

going to be full courses everywhere.” 

SkillBuild runs training centres in 

Alexandria, Sydney, further north in Tweed 

Heads, NSW, and in Albury, on the border 

with Victoria. “Albury is our busiest centre,” 

he says. “Funnily enough, people fly from all 

over the country to Albury.” Courses are 

also offered in Adelaide, Perth and Darwin.

Ethics is addressed with what Gammon 

calls the “Mum test”, by asking trainees to 

consider how they would expect an installer 

to sell to their own mother. Graduates must 

sign up to the Clean Energy Council’s code  

of conduct. 

MEASURE UP
The Clean Energy Council’s accreditation 

scheme is voluntary, of course, and there are 

plenty of installers who are not accredited. 

Left: The solar industry 
is fast-changing, says 
GSES director of 
operations and 
engineering Chris 
Martell, and that makes 
the task of educators 
“complicated”.

(The CEC provides accreditation to 

tradespeople, not companies.)

“It was set up before the days of on-grid 

PV,” Atkins says. Parts of the off-grid world 

at that time were outside electrical 

regulations, but after a few wayward 

incidents Queensland put its foot down and 

became the first state to hint at regulations. 

It was time for the industry to establish an 

accreditation scheme, with associated 

training, so at least there was a minimum of 

standards for the off-grid market. “Over time 

that has evolved into the same for on-grid,” 

Atkins says.

All on-grid solar PV installers must be 

electricians, but solar is a very small part of 

the electrical industry. “There are different 

Offering courses recognised by the Clean 
Energy Council for accreditation in Solar 
Grid-connect Installation and Design and 
Solar Grid-connect with Battery storage in 
Cairns, Townsville and Brisbane.

Our courses are delivered by an 
Electrical Contractor and designed 
for Electricians. The Trainer focuses on 
current and emerging technologies and 
how to do the job right.

Call Jeff today on 0417 077 276 or visit our website for course dates,  
information and client testimonials www.electrotraining.com.au

RTO 31673

SOLAR TRAINING

“There will be fires [as 
a result of poor battery 
installations], it’s as 
simple as that. We’ve 
got to be really careful 
about these fellas doing 
the right thing.”

Bill Gammon, SkillBuild

unaccredited training. “In terms of training 

you don’t want electricians sitting next to 

non-electricians who have had no 

experience.” His advice is to be wary to not 

confuse accredited training with “general 

interest” non-accredited training.

When it comes to storage Gammon 

emphasises the importance of robust, 

rigorous training with the reminder that 

batteries catch fire. An installer who doesn’t 
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risks associated with working with solar,” 

Atkins says. “We feel there is a need for 

people to have additional training above and 

beyond what they’ve done in their 

apprenticeship — and that’s where our 

accreditation comes into it.”

To be accredited with the CEC, an installer 

must have been issued a certificate of 

competency by an RTO. 

Accreditation includes a three-month 

“provisional” period, during which time an 

installation must be completed and a case 

study submitted to the CEC for assessment. 

For the CEC, this is the evidence it needs to 

know not only that the RTO is turning out 

competent graduates but that the installer 

knows what he or she is doing. 

Next comes the requirement for 

continuous professional development, where 

100 points of training are required before 

accreditation can be renewed each year. The 

full 100 points, however, do not have to be 

taken through RTOs, but can be gained 

through courses offered by manufacturers.

“Throughout the year they need to ensure 

they are keeping their skills up to date, 

otherwise they can’t renew,” Atkins says.

Selectronic began training courses in 

2008 after it launched the SP PRO inverter, 

which can be adapted to on- or off-grid, 

single-, dual- or three-phase and in 

residential, commercial or industrial 

applications. A one-day CEC-registered 

course covers system integration, 

installation and field servicing and is worth 

35 CPD points. An extra 50 points are on 

offer to those who pass an in-house exam in 

north-east Melbourne. Another incentive is 

Above: Training at a registered RTO is an essential prerequisite to CEC accreditation.  
Below: Bill Gammon gives prospective new installers the lowdown on inverters at SkillBuild.
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feels is just around the corner. “In the next 

two years there is going to be huge 

demand,” he says. He’s planning for more 

classes, not bigger classes. 

“Always keep them small. I want them to 

get their hands dirty.”

Is teaching solar install skills a good job? 

“I love it,” Tolliday says. “The sad reality is, 

you think you’re doing the right thing but if 

you read the newspapers [which say] 

renewables are bad and there’s no such 

thing as climate change, you kind of go: why 

can’t they just be nice about it?”

New trainees are a varied bunch, says 

Martell at GSES, and recent numbers have 

included many former mining sector 

workers. There is also a regular feed of 

electricians with solar experience but no 

accreditation. The CEC’s list of accredited 

personal grew by 21% in 2016. “The industry 

is quite healthy,” Martell says, especially in 

commercial-industrial and utility-scale. 

Still, the industry had some dark spots. 

One estimate is there are about 600 

installers who last year went out of business, 

or had their licence cancelled or are working 

without a licence. Ask around and you’ll hear 

plenty of stories of decent installers being 

called in to overhaul or replace the work of 

lousy installers. Consumers who commission 

a job without running a reasonable level of 

due diligence are skating on thin ice.

Martell says he doesn’t see ropey 

installers in his courses because they are 

scared off by the commitment of up to 120 

hours’ of online work and an “intensive” 

three-day face-to-face practical component. 

Polyglot Group supports Local & International 
Renewable Energy Project Developers & 

EPCM Contractors to minimise labour 
costs and optimise HR processes.

Recruitment & Staff Management  
for Blue & White Collar Workers

Contract Management for Entire Projects
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Payroll Outsourcing
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“The industry is quite 
healthy,” especially in 
commercial-industrial 
and utility-scale.

Chris Martell, GSES

that only Selectronic Accredited Installers 

can pass the full 10-year warranty on an SP 

PRO on to customers. There are nearly 500 

Selectronic Accredited Installers in Australia 

and New Zealand.

CPD points can also be struck off if an 

installer has slipped below industry best 

standards throughout the year depending on 

the severity of the breaches. Accreditation is 

suspended if 20 points are lost within two 

years, only to be renewed on the completion 

of more training to gain proof of 

competency. “If they get suspended three 

times then we cancel their accreditation,” 

Atkins says.

Suspension also would mean the end of 

entitlement to small-scale generation 

certificates, as installers and system 

designers must be accredited by the CEC to 

be eligible for certificates.

The CEC offers four types of accreditation: 

on-grid installation, on-grid system design, 

standalone installation and standalone 

system design.

A FULL CLASS
At TAFE, Tolliday is working towards scaling 

up the courses for a surge in demand he 
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“People who want to do a quick and dirty 

course don’t come to us,” he says.

GSES offers nationally recognised courses 

in grid-connect PV systems and grid-connect 

PV systems with batteries as pathways to 

accreditation with the Clean Energy Council.

NEVER STOP LEARNING
Storage is growing fast but is sometimes 

misunderstood. A student may look at the 

revenue opportunities but standards, 

regulations and risk around batteries is 

complicated. “That’s where the CPD 

[continuing professional development] 

courses come into play,” Martell says. GSES’s 

full-day face-to-face CPD courses on storage 

will end with a session where instructors 

seek feedback from local installers on issues 

and problems, “and then we design another 

set of courses around those questions”. All 

three of GSES’s CPD courses in 2016 were 

about batteries.

Martell sees growth in commercial-

industrial and utility-scale solar, with 

residential remaining fairly flat, so CPD 

courses have adapted by including training 

on the tendering process. Modules can also 

be adapted to include quality assurance 

management programs. “If there is a lot of 

interest in moving into a different segment 

of the market then we try to help people do 

that.” The door is open for power purchase 

agreements to become part of the 

curriculum, he says.

Regardless of solar having stout 

credentials among environmentalists, most 

trainees are attracted to the courses for 

commercial reasons, Martell says. “That’s a 

good thing because it shows that the 

industry is maturing.”

It’s a good time to be in the training game. 

The transition to renewable energy has 

become a mainstream concern, and when 

there is change there is opportunity, Martell 

says. “We’re right in the thick of it.”

GSES also offers training in the Pacific 

Islands, South-East Asia and Africa, where it 

sees installers as the frontline of the 

industry. Training is also offered in Sydney 

and Bowen Hills in Queensland, with a mobile 

training unit also operating in the state. It 

will be launching the GSES Support Network 

in 2017, which includes webinars that award 

CPD points and on-site technical support for 

an annual fee. 

The next big wave is batteries, Atkins says, 

and the CEC has endorsed training modules 

which are waiting to be ratified through the 

RTO certification of training course process. 

“We strongly believe to do any form of on-

grid storage you need to do that training,” 

Atkins says. But there are concerns, he says. 

Because some of the batteries available are 

less than 120 volts DC, they fall out of the 

safety regulator’s space. This means no-one 

is required to enforce additional training, he 

says. “Batteries have additional risks above 

and beyond the risks associated with  

PV … and if people haven’t got the 

appropriate training it’s only going to take 

one incident for not only the battery 

industry but the renewables industry more 

broadly to be tarred.” 

RISKY BUSINESS
Because the government doesn’t offer 

subsidies for batteries, there is no “hook” to 

lure installers to do additional training. 

Anyone tempted to sidestep training about 

storage may be putting an entire industry at 

risk, “which is a major concern,” Atkins says. 

“That’s a huge risk to us.”

The CEC is aware of training on storage 

systems which is not offered by RTOs.

“Because there is no government 

incentive there is less information out 

there,” he says.

The CEC’s previous incarnation, the 

Business Council of Sustainable Energy, did 

a lot of work formulating the training 

modules and putting the units of 

competencies on the national register. “The 

national training packages are very 

important to us,” says Atkins. “We use that 

as one of our first checks of the 

competencies of installers.”

Grid Independence  |  Outstanding Reliability  |  Ultimate Flexibility
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SOURCING TALENT

 CAN YOU GIVE US A HAND?
The best practice in developing and maintaining an Australian talent pool involves 

importing some expertise, writes Jan Rieche.

Jan Rieche is general manager energy, 
infrastructure and German clients at 
The Polyglot Group.

Australia can expect a boom in the 

construction industry, as an abundance 

of large-scale wind and solar projects will 

soon make use of Australia’s windy,  

sun-drenched shores. In the past, wind 

projects have been somewhat sporadic, with 

solar projects being even more scarce 

(recently, less than a handful of solar farms 

have been constructed). 

Due to this previous project shortage, 

qualified and skilled experienced labourers 

are now hard to come by. The question is: 

where can one source experienced labour 

for the sudden influx of Australian renewable 

energy projects?

Australian universities have provided 

leading education in renewable energy but 

the lack of local jobs has caused local 

candidates to turn to Europe’s job market. 

Now, with such talent working offshore, the 

sudden boom in Australian energy projects 

makes the task of sourcing local talent a 

challenging one. Organisations may choose 

to recruit international talent through the 

457 visa, but that option only offers a  

short-term solution and may lead to further 

visa complications.

However, the rarity of experienced 

Australian talent means local candidates are 

extremely expensive to recruit – a serious 

problem for the abundance of renewable 

energy projects set to commence in 2017. 

As a specialised recruitment company, 

The Polyglot Group is now exploring new 

ways of sourcing and recruiting renewable 

energy specialists in Australia. At present, 

we are cooperating with several of our 

clients to investigate the possibility of using 

overseas talent to train a local workforce. 

We are currently building a protocol for this 

option, whereby engineering, procurement 

and construction management companies 

are encouraged to employ experienced 

talent from overseas as well as local 

Australian talent. 

As part of this solution, training programs 

would see the experienced professionals 

share their skills with their Australian 

counterparts. 

We believe that this option solves a 

number of problems. Not only would it ease 

the shortage of experienced renewable 

energy talent in Australia, but it is also 

necessary; when sponsoring international 

employees under the 457 visa, a company 

must spend 1% of its payroll on training for 

Australian employees. 

Attaining a 400 or 457 visa would also be 

increasingly easy, as the training of 

Australian employees demonstrates 

commitment to this mandatory component. 

In addition, recent studies have shown 

that worker productivity rates in Australia 

are up to 40% below their German 

counterparts. This statistic has nothing to do 

with laziness but rather is due to the fact 

that Australian job training opportunities are 

limited in this field. As a result, we are 

certain that promoting a cross-cultural skills 

exchange is the way of the future, and we 

are proud to be committed to the 

implementation of this solution. 
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ENERGY OPTIMISATION

Global Sustainable Energy Solutions looks at the effect a rapid increase in renewable energy 

generation has had on the electricity market and how demand can be managed.

THE DUCK HUNTING SEASON 
WE WANT TO HAVE

The power blackout in South Australia in 

September 2016 produced numerous 

“experts” to analyse the causes. The press, 

politicians, shock-jocks and public all had 

their particular slant when assessing why 

the catastrophic failure occurred.

GSES thought it opportune to provide 

some contextualised background to how 

distributed renewable generation, particular 

distributed solar PV systems, affect the 

overall power distribution system in 

Australia and highlight strategies for the 

successful integration of renewables over 

the longer term.

NETWORK LOAD PROFILES AND 
SOLAR GENERATION
The electricity load profile of a network 

shows the amount of energy required over a 

period. This load profile not only provides 

information on energy consumption, it also 

shows how much generation capacity is 

required to meet high electricity demand 

and how quickly it is needed.

Before renewable energy started its 

embedded generation market drive, the daily 

load profile of distribution networks in 

residential areas has been described to 

resemble a camel, with humps in the 

morning and from afternoon to late evening. 

These humps can be explained by residents 

using electricity prior to leaving for work or 

school, and returning home in the afternoon 

and turning on appliances and lighting.

This load curve changed dramatically 

when solar PV expanded its contribution to 

the energy mix. During sunny weather the 

solar contribution suppressed the demand 

for grid power. On the load profile, this is 

seen as deepening of the valley between the 

two humps. However, solar PV generation is 

not available during the night and therefore 

does not decrease the evening peak load.

The rapid growth in the number of PV 

systems connected to the network over the 

past five years has changed the load profiles 

as seen by the electricity network. The 

impact of PV on the demand for grid supply 

has become so significant to the point of 

there possibly being an oversupply of energy 

in the middle of the day, and a sharp 

increase in grid supply demand in the 

evening, creating steep ramping demands. 

The resultant load profile is transformed 

from a camel to a duck, with the low midday 

dip being the duck’s belly and the steep 

evening ramp being the duck’s neck. This 

problem is not unique to Australia.

The figure below shows the change in load 

profile of an Energex distribution network as 

a result of high solar PV penetration.

Critics of renewable energy often point 

out that the fluctuating output of weather-

dependent renewable energy sources do not 

always reduce peak demand, and that their 

variability puts ramping pressure on 

conventional generators. Whilst it is true 

that renewables can be disruptive to the 

conventional methods applied to planning 

and operation of the electric grid, these 

effects are certainly manageable.

FORECAST RENEWABLE GENERATION
Solar PV and wind generation introduces 

complexity into the network due to 

generation fluctuations over different times 

and areas as a result of local weather, 

introducing an additional factor to network 
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planning and operations. One might be quick 

to suggest that there is no way to have large 

amounts of renewables without destabilising 

the balance of the grid. However, it has been 

shown that the predictability, and therefore 

reliability, of renewables increases as the 

number of renewable generators increases.

The unknown predictability of renewable 

energy generation has fallen as the 

percentage of renewable make-up increased.

According to the law of large numbers, the 

variability of uncertain circumstances is 

more predictable once the number of these 

processes increases. An entire industry has 

been built around interpreting data from the 

internet and other scientific sources. High-

tech businesses offer algorithms and 

strategies to take the guesswork out of 

performance prediction and, equally 

importantly, financial returns. Many network 

operators require predictive information be 

provided as part of their interconnection 

assessment processes.

Once the network operator has reliable 

information on energy availability and ramp 

rates of renewable energy generation, the 

market can be operated effectively.

DIVERSIFY THE ENERGY MIX
The duck curve is a phenomenon of high 

solar PV penetration only. It does not 

describe the effect of wind, nor hydro, nor 

solar thermal generation.

Despite claims on the intermittency of 

wind power, wind has been the provider of 

base load power to South Australia to the 

point of closure of the Northern brown  

coal generator.

Utility scale PV systems and wind farms 

also have the capacity to ramp output as 

required, weather permitting. Hydro and 

solar thermal plants can also time their 

dispatch to coincide with expected high 

ramping demand. 

Energy storage can also be deployed in 

targeted locations to dampen ramping 

demand while concurrently deferring 

investments in new grid infrastructure.

As to what individuals can do at the 

distributed PV system level, the duck curve 

effect can be lessened with west-facing PV 

arrays. This enables more displacement of 

the owner’s afternoon needs and reduces 

the ramping demand seen by the network.

DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT
Fundamentally, the electricity grid is a 

balancing act of matching the supply of 

energy to consumer demands. Therefore, if 

supply is constrained, another solution is to 

ENERGY OPTIMISATION

reduce electricity demand. This is known as 

demand side management, and can be 

achieved in a multitude of ways.

One way of demand side management is 

introducing and promoting energy efficiency 

measures, especially on loads which are 

operating during the hours which ramping 

demand occurs, such as lighting and air-

conditioning units. 

Many appliances now also come with 

demand response enabling devices (DREDs), 

which enables network operators to 

remotely control and moderate power 

consumption on a broad scale. However, 

user uptake of these appliances requires 

awareness and participation. One such 

program is Energex’s Positive Payback 

program which is incentivising energy users 

to switch to air-conditioners that are 

installed with DREDs.

As of October 9 last year all PV inverters 

compliant with Australian Standard 

AS4777.2:2015 must have demand response 

modes, which enables network operators to 

disconnect the inverter (DRM0) and to not 

generate power (DRM5). Inverters compliant 

with this standard should also support other 

demand response modes which limit power 

consumption and generate lower output. 

Another way of managing the demand is 

by market signals and behavioural change. 

Time of use tariff structures send price 

signals to energy users to shift loads to 

either side of the peak demand. Energy 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA GENERATION MIX AFTER CLOSURE OF NORTHERN
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users on time of use tariffs who are aware of 

the tariff structures often actively shift their 

consumption away peak tariff times to avoid 

high energy bills. This can be done via 

timers, programmable appliances, the 

Internet of Things and manual switching. 

Encouragement of electrical vehicle uptake 

and charging during PV generation hours is 

another way to balance out the load profile 

while displacing petroleum consumption.

ACHIEVING THE BEST OUTCOMES
A perfect energy mix requires careful 

planning to ensure that a mix of energy 

sources that complement each other are 

available to meet our energy demand over 

the day. However, it also requires the 

participation of educated energy users to 

change their energy consumption patterns.

Incentives need to be present at the policy 

level to encourage diverse mix of generation, 

at the grid operation level to allow 

appropriate operation of individual power 

plants and at the user level by changing and 

reducing electricity demand to achieve a 

more stable grid.

It is clear that uniform and forward 

thinking policy and incentives are required 

to be introduced to the market to drive the 

success of that planning. 

This is required to achieve the optimum 

combination of power generation sources, 

dispatch capacity and to lessen the stress  

on the utility network. 

Wind
Solar

Gas Thermal
Gas CCGT

Gas OCGT
Diesel
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BIOFUELS

Like a giant human stomach, the anaerobic 

digesters at the Cronulla Wastewater 

Treatment Plant in Sydney produce solids 

and gas. Unlike a giant human stomach, the 

gas is put to good use fuelling a generator 

which contributes electricity to the plant.

One way to get more gas out of one end 

would be to add more food at the other, and 

that’s a theory Sydney Water started testing 

in May this year.

So far, things are going well.

Waste food is collected from seven local 

fruit and vegetable retailers, including 

unsold produce, outer leaves pulled from 

cabbages and lettuce and anything else 

discarded in the backrooms as fare is 

prepared for display. Yesterday’s fruit and 

veg is then mixed with sewage sludge and 

fed to the digesters, where things bubble 

along to release about 60% methane and 

40% carbon dioxide.

“The digester has a very stable base of 

waste water solids, which doesn’t change too 

much,” says Sydney Water service planning 

lead for energy Phil Woods. “We’re adding 

about 10% feed of the food waste. It’s only a 

relatively small proportion of what’s in the 

digester now.”

The resultant biogas fuels an 830kW 

generator, and the aim is to increase 

generation to 6GWh from the current 5GWh 

from biogas produced without the addition 

of food scraps. Waste heat from the 

generator goes back to maintaining the 

temperature of the digesters.

HARD TO DIGEST
Nothing ever goes exactly to plan, however. 

“With this sort of thing when you start it’s a 

case of expect the unexpected,” says Woods. 

For a start, the supply of scraps can be 

uneven, and fibrous gunk from celery sticks 

has been clotting up the odd artery here and 

there. When you’re relying on what others 

throw out with the trash it’s hard to expect 

too much, but Woods is working with 

suppliers to ensure minimal contamination. 

“We’re not quite there yet,” he says.

There is no argument about the 

economics of the process, however. “We can 

be competitive or beat the market in terms 

of existing options of disposal of that waste,” 

he says. Apart from the biogas used for 

generation the solids are dispatched for use 

as agricultural fertilizer.

If all goes well with the pilot program the 

process may be extended to other sewage 

treatment plants around the country, and 

the team is also conducting deeper research 

on the quality of the biogas and digested 

solids at a site in Shellharbour, NSW.

“There is a good understanding of doing 

this around the world in terms of it being a 

productive way of dealing with waste but the 

science around it is a little bit limited, in 

terms of detailed research,” he says.

A BALANCED DIET
Any plant with an anaerobic digester can be 

adapted to take food waste, Woods says. As 

to building new sites, it will always be a 

challenge to get approval in heavily 

populated urban areas. It’s far easier to add 

digester capacity at an existing site. He 

expects the Cronulla trial will be running at 

100% “very soon”.

“What we’re hoping to get out of these 

pilots is a real hands-on experience and a 

much better understanding of how to deal 

with different types of waste so that we offer 

this service as a much larger scale in the 

near future,” he says.

Environment Minister and Member for 

Cronulla Mark Speakman said renewable 

energy produced from food waste will 

generate more than 60% of the energy the 

plant needs to run, “which is enough to 

power a third of homes in Cronulla for a 

whole year.”

The three-year trial is jointly funded by 

the Office of Environment and Heritage’s 

Sustainability Advantage Program. 

A mixture of sewage sludge and yesterday’s fruit and vegetables is turning out enough biogas  

to put this wastewater treatment plant on target for a 20% energy boost.

SLUDGE-AND-VEGIES BIOGAS 
BREW PUSHES UP THE POWER

Above: NSW Environment Minister Mark Speakman, 
pictured second from right at the opening, reckons the 
renewable energy produced using food waste will fulfill 
more than 60% of the plant’s requirements.
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FRONIUS MULTI-FLOW TECHNOLOGY  
FINDS THE SWEET SPOT 

Energy independence, the rise in 

battery storage technology and relief 

from rising electricity costs are becoming 

focal points in Australia’s photovoltaic 

market. As the cost of generating 

renewable solar energy is becoming 

significantly lower than the purchase price 

of electricity, the ability to maximise  

self-consumption rates of solar energy as 

well as battery storage solutions are 

becoming increasingly important to the 

modern PV system user.

The Fronius Energy Package has been 

developed to meet the modern PV 

customer’s needs. The package consists of 

a Fronius Symo Hybrid inverter, Fronius 

Solar Battery and Fronius Smart Meter. 

The combination of the three components 

enables energy storage for later use and 

allows energy to be intelligently managed 

via the Fronius inverter’s built-in Multi 

Flow Technology. It is anticipated that in 

the near future the Hybrid inverter will 

also be able to intelligently manage other 

battery solutions coming to the market, 

future-proofing the inverter and aiming to 

maximise self-sufficiency for households. 

The emergence of intelligent electricity 

meters such as the Fronius Smart Meter 

has persuaded progressive 

electricity providers to offer 

their customers time-

dependent electricity 

tariffs. This ensures that 

PV system owners can 

monitor their energy 

consumption and 

implement the most 

optimised and cost-

effective battery 

storage solutions at 

the most appropriate 

time. When used in conjunction with the 

Fronius Smart Meter, future software 

updates will allow the Multi Flow 

Technology of the Fronius Symo Hybrid 

inverter to charge the battery storage 

system from the grid during low-price 

periods with the energy consumed during 

high price periods.  

This functionality will be 

useful during times of low 

level insolation.

The Fronius Energy 

Package and Multi Flow 

Technology satisfies the 

stringent demands placed 

on the control system of a 

modern storage system. 

Multi Flow Technology 

ensures that the storage 

system can be used in a wide 

variety of applications. 

LG NeON R MODULE 
REACHES 360W

LG Electronics has launched the NeON R solar panel in 

Australia, with enhanced durability and industry-leading 

output efficiency guaranteed over 25 years. 

In the local market the majority of 60-cell modules produce 

260W to 270W power. The power of the 60-cell NeON R 

module reaches an incredible 360W, making it the ideal 

solution for homeowners with a limited roof space. “With the 

release of the LG Chem batteries and the 13.5kWh Tesla 

Powerwall 2 many homeowners will find they need high 

powered modules like the LG NeON R to generate enough 

solar power to charge the batteries and run the house,” says 

LG Energy marketing manager Russ Prendergast.

The NeON R has no metal electrode on the front but has 30 

multi-ribbon busbars at the rear of the module. This allows the 

panel to perform at a higher efficiency in high temperatures.

GNB-MAYFIELD’S 1MW 
STORAGE SOLUTION

GNB Industrial Power, a division of Exide Technologies, has 

partnered with South Australian engineering company 

Mayfield to launch the Mega-Power large-scale storage 

system, capable of 1MW. The utility-scale unit uses 

Sonnenschein lithium ion technology, imported from Germany, 

and can be housed in a 40-foot shipping container.

Mega-Power storage units are designed to replace diesel, 

for use in solar utilities, to be used as grid assets and for grid 

stabilisation. GNB Industrial Power director sales and technical 

NP Australasia Bharadwaj Srinivas says the level of local 

support will give the unit a competitive edge. “We are the only 

company that can manufacture it here and back it up here,” 

Srinivas says. “There is a lot of local support.”

The Sonnenschein lithium modules are designed to manage 

system safety and optimise system performance, the company 

says. It claims 2,800 cycles at 100% depth of discharge and 

more than 4,000 cycles at 80% DOD.

It takes about three to four months to get a unit ready, as 

batteries must be imported from Germany.

GNB claims a lifetime of 10 years for the Mega-Power unit 

but “it can be easily more than that”, Srinivas says.

WHAT’S NEW | SOLAR INSTALLER
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THE RIGHT SIZED  
STORAGE FOR  
THE JOB

At the Clean Energy Council we have 

recently noticed an increase in 

consumer complaints regarding solar power 

with accompanying storage units. 

Although most of these have related to 

issues with off-grid systems, the same 

principles apply for storage which is 

connected to the grid. The Clean Energy 

Council splits each of the main accreditation 

types (grid-connect and stand-alone) into 

two key categories: design and install. 

While it’s possible an individual can be 

accredited in both of these disciplines, the 

two categories are distinct and require 

different skills.

What we are seeing is the supersizing of 

solar PV arrays with very little battery 

storage. For example, we might see 20kW of 

PV installed with 15kWh of usable storage  

(at C100) for a customer who has an average 

demand of 20kWh per day. The standard  

AS/NZS 4509.2 Stand-alone Power Systems 

Design has a section dedicated to battery 

sizing (section 3.4.7 for those who don’t 

know it off the top of their head). 

What the consumer is finding in practice 

when they use these systems is that the 

batteries fill up quickly and they don’t use 

much electricity during the day. Evening is 

the peak use time, when people are 

showering, cooking dinner, watching 

television with their families and the like. 

But because the energy is being drawn out 

of the battery so quickly during these 

periods, it ends up operating more like a 

10kWh unit at the C10 rate. 

Storage is taking off, but installers who want to keep customers 

happy will appreciate the benefits of a well-designed solution 

against an off-the-shelf system, writes Clean Energy Council 

general manager installation integrity Sandy Atkins.

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

SOLAR INSTALLER | COMPLIANCE
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THE RIGHT SIZED  
STORAGE FOR  
THE JOB

The frustrating thing about this situation 

is that a diesel generator is often required  

to get people through until the sun comes 

up. And although we are talking about a 

stand-alone power system in this example,  

if you replace “generator” with “the grid”, 

you can probably get an idea of what can  

go wrong here.

As you can understand, the consumer 

experience with solar and storage will not be 

a very good one if the generator is running 

every night.

The common issue identified by the CEC’s 

investigations is that the issue at the root of 

this problem seems to be the purchase of 

“off the shelf” inverter and storage kits. 

These are kits where manufacturers sell pre-

made systems with set amounts of storage. 

These are becoming very common in the on-

grid storage market but they are also finding 

their way more and more into the stand-

alone power system market.

Please don’t get me wrong in regards to 

these “off the shelf” systems. They can be 

great for meeting the needs of the customer 

and providing a very professional solution. 

But ultimately it is the accredited designer’s 

responsibility to ensure that they both 

understand the customer’s needs and the 

design limitations of these systems. 

Energy storage is a new concept for  

most people. But it is also important to 

recognise that industry integrity can be a 

painstaking thing to build, which is 

particularly vulnerable if people begin to 

have bad experiences when the market is 

still very young. 

This is the case with the storage industry 

right now, and every poorly-designed system 

risks eroding the community’s opinion of one 

of the most promising energy technologies 

of our time. It is imperative that the job is 

done right.

If you don’t want to design systems 

yourself, that’s fine. There are others who 

can help. It doesn’t matter if it is a simple PV 

system or a complex energy storage system: 

the Clean Energy Council requires these 

systems to be designed by someone with a 

CEC Design Accreditation.

We have a list of accredited people who 

have “design only” accreditation. These 

people do not install systems but are 

completely focused to designing systems.  

So if you need some assistance in this area, 

please don’t hesitate to get in touch. We can 

help to hook you up with someone who can 

do the job right, and make sure the storage 

unit that is installed is the right size for the 

people who need it. 

Industry integrity can be a painstaking thing to 
build ... and it is particularly vulnerable if solar 
customers begin to have bad experiences.

Sandy Atkins

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

COMPLIANCE | SOLAR INSTALLER
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MILDURA AIRPORT  
REACHES FOR THE SUN

An infrastructure hub in 

Victoria has side-stepped 

steep energy costs by making 

the most of an abundant 

natural resource.

Is there a better spot for a solar array than 

Sunraysia? The district, located near the 

top left corner of Victoria, has among the 

highest sunlight hours in Australia.

In the middle of Sunraysia is Mildura, a 

town of more than 30,000 whose airport 

was ready for expansion but struggling, like 

the rest of us, with its electricity bills.

The main power supply to Mildura is 

expensive and comes from the brown coal 

power stations of the Latrobe Valley, which 

are 700 kilometres away and incur 

transmission loss of around 11%. The fact 

that power is lost in transmission doesn’t 

matter to the generator, because the locals 

still have to pay for it.

Mildura airport is also at the end of an old 

power transmission line and suffered from 

periodic blackouts and a generally unreliable 

supply. The obvious solution was to install a 

solar power plant on site.

The solar installation at Mildura airport 

comprises a 100kW grid-connected system 

with 360 Trina Solar 250-watt panels on the 

roof of the terminal building and 40 panels 

on the administration building. 

“Panel efficiency was an important 

aspect, particularly as the solar panels must 

have an anti-glare coating to satisfy the ... 

aviation safety authorities,” says Paul Davy 

of dsquared Consulting, which specialises in 

providing sustainable solutions in the built 

environment and from the outset could see 

that solar was an obvious solution to 

providing the future energy security for 

Mildura Airport. “Trina Solar panels were 

chosen as a result of our efficiency 

assessment, particularly as they were the 

choice of several of the potential suppliers, 

when we put the contact out to tender,” 

Davy says.

Fronius inverters provide web-based 

monitoring which is displayed live in the 

terminal and show how much power the 

solar system is producing, how much is being 

consumed and how much is going to the grid, 

the amount of money that is being saved and 

the extent of the CO
2
 that is being saved.

“Although the annual projected energy 

output has been estimated at 174MWh per 

year, we won’t have the complete savings 

figures until the monitoring has been 

connected for 12 months,” says Renee 

Caruthers of Mildura Solar, Sunraysia’s 

longest established solar installer, owned 

and operated by Ross and Renee Caruthers. 

Mildura Airport general manager Bill 

Burke says future energy needs were always 

seen as a key element in the facility’s 

development plans since it was sold by the 

local council eight years ago.

“We are the busiest regional airport in 

Australia with 217,000 passengers in 2016 

and have twice been named Australia’s Rural 

Airport of the Year,” Burke says.

“In looking at the need for our future 

energy security as part of overall 

development we called in a specialist 

consultant to advise us on our future 

direction and likely needs.” 
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A top-notch residential solar and storage project shows the potential of renewables  

when the decision is based primarily on ideological reasons — and then economic ones.

Even the experts agree that adding 

battery storage to a residential solar  

PV system doesn’t make immediate 

economic sense – until prices come down  

a wee way. But if the motivation to upgrade 

your home to renewable energy isn’t so 

much about saving money than it is about 

crystallising the possibilities of self-

sufficiency, then why wait? 

That’s the philosophy behind a project in 

Balwyn, east Melbourne, recently completed 

by solar design, install and consultancy 

company Greenwood Solutions.

No two solar-and-storage installs are the 

same, of course, but Greenwood director 

Eddie Greco told EcoGeneration the Balwyn 

project was more about fulfilling ideological 

objectives than economical ones. “It was 

[also] about adding value to the property, 

using quality equipment that was going to go 

the distance,” Greco says.

With that brief, Greenwood recommended 

a few options. The winner was a 15kW array 

with 27kWh of storage, using 48 LG Neon PV 

Array panels, at 315 watts each, a bank of 

SimpliPhi lithium batteries, Selectronic SP 

Pro inverter/charger and Schneider solar 

charge controller.

The house is a big one, with a tennis court 

and swimming pool, and the occupants were 

consuming about 50-60kWh a day. Greco 

says a 15kW solar PV system in Victoria can 

produce about 50kWh a day year round, 

“give or take”. Night time consumption in the 

Balwyn home was estimated to be about 

25kWh, so the 27kWh battery bank was felt 

to be adequate, with a discharge to 90%.

“On average, throughout the year, we’re 

trying to make the house as sustainable as 

possible,” Greco says.

Since the installation was completed a 

couple of months ago the customers haven’t 

needed to use electricity from the grid, he 

says. “Keep in mind it’s only been installed 

for two months, and we are talking about 

summer months where’s there’s lots of 

generation.”

The system is designed with AC and DC 

couplings and 5kW of the 15kW PV array is 

connected to a grid-tied inverter, so any 

excess energy can be exported for 6c/kWh.

“We’re trying to maximise and utilise 

every bit of available energy,” Greco says. 

“We don’t want to not produce energy 

because I think that’s just a waste.”

Panels face east, north and west, in an 

effort to maximise self-consumption in the 

morning and afternoon. “With batteries you 

get a lot of yield at noon, but a lot of energy 

isn’t consumed at those hours. It’s mainly 

consumed in the hours 8am until 9am, when 

the kids are getting ready for school, then 

when people are coming home around 3.30-

4pm until about 9pm at night,” he says. 

“We’ve got some of it AC-coupled, so we 

directly feed the load from the roof, when 

it’s most efficient.”

The system also supplies multiple pool 

pumps and a few air-conditioning units. 

Greco is working on efficiency measures to 

get the consumption down from 50kWh to 

about 40kWh. “By doing that we should have 

a completely sustainable house.” Challenges 

included making allowances to aesthetics in 

the architect-designed house, which was 

completely renovated two years ago. “They 

did not want to see one conduit or cable,” 

Greco says. “The difficulties of the 

installation were as high as they could get 

from an electrical standpoint.”

The home-owners were determined to 

create a complete renewable system that 

would help them be as sustainable as 

possible throughout the entire year. Are they 

happy with the result?

“We’ve secured independence from the 

grid as well as a back-up power source,” the 

Balwyn property-owner says. “I’m sure we’ll 

see a significant drop in our ongoing power 

costs, but it was big picture we had in mind 

when developing this project. We’ve invested 

in this system for the long term. Not just for 

the long-term benefit to the environment, 

but also for the value of our property over 

the long term.” 

 BIG HOUSE, BIG SYSTEM, 
TINY BILLS 
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LARGE-SCALE GENERATION 
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET 
The final months of 2016 produced a hiccup 

in the spot LGC market’s advance, softening 

from an October high of $85.90 by late 

November, as buying interest at the higher 

levels disappeared. December, however, did 

bring a recovery, with the spot reaching the 

high $87s before intimately closing the year 

at $86.90, a gain of 19% for the year. 

With the final compliance period 

approaching (February 14), onlookers will 

watch to see whether the traditionally busy 

period will stay true to form or whether the 

staggering price increases of recent years 

have instead prompted buyers to enter the 

market in advance this time around. 

On the project commitment front there 

were only modest developments, with 

several ARENA-funded projects finding off-

take agreements. Perhaps the most 

significant outcome was the announcement 

by EnergyAustralia that it will commit to 

500MW of projects.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY 
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET 
A spike in 2017 forward STC market activity 

in the third quarter followed by a marked 

increase in STC submissions across 

November and December has some 

participants wondering whether 2017 will 

bring a change to the status quo of target 

overestimation and Clearing House deficits.

The 2017 Small-scale Technology 

Percentage is yet to be released (due by 

March 31), though the last estimate from the 

Clean Energy Regulator was for 9.02% 

(down from 9.68% in 2016), equivalent to 

15.96 million STCs (down from 16.95 million). 

Hence the first three months of 2017 will 

likely provide a strong indication of whether 

the STC market will return to surplus and 

prices fall below the $40 market cap.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKET
The Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificate 

market managed to maintain a $15-plus level 

across most of the final two months of 2016, 

despite a number of year-high submission 

weeks taking place during that time. Such an 

outcome is viewed by some as cause for 

optimism given the losses encountered 

across 2016, though the size of the expected 

surplus carried forward from the 2016 

vintage now looks set to broach 4 million.

Having closed before Christmas at $15.45, 

the quiet period before the New Year saw 

the spot VEEC market soften to $15.05, thus 

ending 2016 down 42%. As expected, 

following a slower start, commercial lighting 

came to dominate VEEC supply across the 

2016 vintage accounting for (at the time of 

writing) 52% of total VEEC creations from 

Marco Stella is senior broker 
environmental markets at TFS Green 
Australia. The TFS Green Australia team 
provides project and transactional 
environmental market brokerage and 
data services across all domestic and 
international renewable energy, energy 
efficiency and carbon markets.

DEC ’17 PRICE (€) DEC ’17 PRICE ($AU)

EUA — European Emission Allowances 5.19 7.20

CREATION SPOT PRICE ($AU)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates 178,666,066 86.90

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates 161,808,315 40.00

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates 37,306,804 15.50

ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates 17,339,659 19.50

INTERNATIONAL

DOMESTIC

CLEAN ENERGY  
MARKET WRAP

SOLAR INSTALLER | MARKET WRAP
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the start of February 2016, with that 

proportion dramatically higher across the 

second half of the year as the residential 

lighting methodologies were squeezed out. 

In NSW, late 2016 was a volatile period in 

which the spot ESC market lost further 

ground. Following considerable delays in ESC 

registrations from July to September, ESC 

supply was strong across the final three 

months of the year. Having started 

November in the high $22s, the spot 

softened across that month to reach the 

mid-$18s, and while December did yield 

some improvement the market closed 2016 

at $19.50, down 28% for the year. 

With sharp variations in ESC registrations 

across the second half of 2016, the coming 

months will see ESC supply figures closely 

watched to determine whether the healthy 

surplus of ESCs rolled forward from the 2015 

vintage (3.3 million) is preserved, increased 

or eroded. 

The above information has been provided by 
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise 
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian 
dollars, as of 6 January 2017.
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In NSW, late 2016  
was a volatile period  
in which the spot  
ESC market lost  
further ground.

Did you get 
your wind map?
The 2017 wind map can  
be downloaded at the 
EcoGeneration website or hard 
copies are available for $19 from 
query@ecogeneration.com.au
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TASMANIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
29 Bluff Point Wind Farm, Woolnorth Wind Farm Holdings, 2002, 65MW, 37, Vestas
30 King Island (Huxley Hill) Wind Farm, Hydro Tasmania, 1998, 2.5MW, 3; 2, Nordex; Vestas
31 Musselroe Wind Farm, Hydro Tasmania, 2013, 168MW, 56, Vestas32 Studland Bay Wind Farm, Woolnorth Wind Farm Holdings, 2007, 75MW, 25, Vestas

VICTORIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
33 Ararat Wind Farm, RES Australia, TBA, 240MW, 75, GE34 Bald Hills Wind Farm, Mitsui, 2015, 107MW, 52, Senvion35 Challicum Hills Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2003, 52MW, 35, NEG Micon36 Chepstowe Wind Farm, Future Wind, 2015, 6MW, 3, Senviron37 Codrington Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2001, 18MW, 14, AN Bonus38 Coonooer Bridge, Windlab Limited, 2016, 20MW, 6, Vestas39 Hepburn Community Wind Farm, Hepburn Community Wind Park Co-operative, 2011, 4MW, 2, REpower

40 Macarthur Wind Farm, AGL and Morrison & Co, 2013, 420MW, 140, Vestas41 Mortons Lane Wind farm, CGN Wind Energy, 2012, 19.5MW, 13, Goldwind42 Mt Gellibrand Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, TBA, 132MW, 63, Acciona Windpower
43 Mt Mercer Wind Farm, Meridian Energy, 2014, 131MW, 64, REpower44 Oaklands Hill Wind Farm, AGL, 2012, 67MW, 32, Suzlon45 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Bridgewater Stage 2), PacificHydro, 2008, 58MW, 29, REpower
46 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Nelson South Stage 3), PacificHydro, 2009, 44MW, 22, REpower
47 Portland Wind Farm (Cape Sir William Grant and Cape Nelson North) Stage 4, PacificHydro, 2015, 54MW, 23, REpower

48 Portland Wind Farm (Yambuk Stage 1), PacificHydro, 2007, 30MW, 20, NEG Micon
49 Toora Wind Farm, RATCH Australia, 2002, 21MW, 12, Vestas50 Waubra Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, 2009, 192MW, 128, Acciona Windpower
51 Wonthaggi Wind Farm, Regional Wind Farms, 2005, 12MW, 6, Repower

NEW SOUTH WALES
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
52 Blayney Wind Farm, Eraring Energy, 2000, 10MW, 15, Vestas53 Boco Rock Wind Farm, Wind Prospect CWP, 2014, 113MW, 67, GE54 Capital Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2009, 141MW, 67, Suzlon55 Crookwell Wind Farm, Eraring Energy, 1998, 4.8MW, 8, Vestas56 Cullerin Range Wind Farm, Origin Energy, 2009, 30MW, 15, REpower57 Gullen Range Wind Farm, Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy and Goldwind,   2014, 165MW, 73, Goldwind58 Gunning Wind Farm, Acciona Energy, 2011, 46MW, 31, Acciona Windpower59 Hampton Wind Park, Hampton Wind Park Company, 2001, 1.3MW, 2, Vestas60 Taralga Wind Farm, CBD Energy/Banco Santander, 2015, 107MW, 51, Vestas

61 White Rock Wind Farm, CECEP Wind Power and Goldwind, TBA, 175MW, 119, Goldwind
62 Woodlawn Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2011, 48MW, 23, Suzlon

QUEENSLAND
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer63 Windy Hill Wind Farm, RATCH-Australia, 2000, 12MW, 20, ENERCON

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
12 Canunda Wind Farm, International Power, 2005, 46MW, 23, Vestas13 Cathedral Rocks Wind Farm, Acciona Energy and EnergyAustralia, 2005, 66MW, 33, Vestas
14 Clements Gap Wind Farm, PacificHydro, 2010, 58MW, 27, Suzlon15 Hallett 1 (Brown Hill) Wind Farm, Palisade Investment Partners, 2007, 94MW, 45, Suzlon
16 Hallett 2 (Hallett Hill) Wind Farm, Infrastructure Capital Group, 2007, 71MW, 34, Suzlon
17 Hallett 4 (North Brown Hill) Wind Farm, Energy Infrastructure Investments, 2011, 132MW, 63, Suzlon
18 Hallett 5 (The Bluff) Wind Farm, Eurus Energy, 2012, 52MW, 25, Suzlon19 Hornsdale Wind Farm, Neoen and Megawatt Capital, TBA, 102MW, 32, Siemens
20 Lake Bonney 1, Infigen Energy, 2005, 80MW, 46, Vestas21 Lake Bonney 2, Infigen Energy, 2008, 159MW, 53, Vestas22 Lake Bonney 3, Infigen Energy, 2010, 39MW, 13, Vestas23 Mt Millar Wind Farm, Meridian Energy, 2006, 70MW, 35, ENERCON24 Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 1, TrustPower, 2008, 270MW, 90, Siemens25 Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 2, TrustPower, 2014, 99MW, 47, Suzlon26 Starfish Hill (Cape Jervis) Wind Farm, RATCH-Australia, 2003, 34MW, 23, NEG Micon

27 Waterloo Wind Farm, EnergyAustralia, 2010, 111MW, 37, Vestas28 Wattle Point Wind Farm, Infrastructure Capital Group, 2005, 91MW, 55, Vestas
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Albany Wind Farm, near the town  of the same name in Western Australia.

AGL's Macathur is the largest wind farm in Australia.

The Toora Wind Farm,  
in Gippsland, produces 21MW.

Boco Rock Wind Farm hosts 67 GE turbines.

Gullen Range Wind Farm features Goldwind turbines.

The Bluff, which is part of the Hallett Wind Farm.

3

7

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
No. Project name, Owner, Commissioning year, Capacity (total), Number of turbines, Turbine manufacturer
1 Albany Wind Farm, Synergy, 2001, 35MW, 18, ENERCON2 Collgar Wind Farm, UBS Global Asset Management, 2011, 206MW, 11, Vestas
3 Denmark Community Wind Farm, Denmark Community Wind Farm, 2013, 1.6MW, 2, ENERCON
4 Emu Downs Wind Farm, Stanwell Corporation, 2006, 80MW, 48, Vestas5 Hopetoun Wind-Diesel Project, Synergy, 2004, 1.2MW, 2, ENERCON6 Kalbarri Wind Project, Synergy, 2007, 1.6MW, 2, ENERCON7 Mt Barker Community Wind farm, Mt Barker Power Co Ltd, 2011, 2.4MW, 3, ENERCON
8 Mumbida Wind Farm, Synergy, TBA, 55MW, 22, GE9 Nine Mile (Esperance) Wind Farm, Synergy, 2003, 3.6MW, 6, ENERCON10 Ten Mile Lagoon (Esperance) Wind Farm, Synergy, 1993, 2MW, 9, Vestas11 Walkaway Wind Farm, Infigen Energy, 2004, 89MW, 54, Vestas 24

25

14

Windy Hill Wind Farm has been operating since 2000.
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Wind Map of Australia 2017
Compiled and published by Paragon Media | Tel: +61 2 9439 1955 | Email: query@ecogeneration.com.au

For additional copies of this map, and for advertising enquiries, email query@ecogeneration.com.au
NOTE: This map is a schematic representation only and shows approximate location of major wind projects that are operating  

or under construction as of January 2017. It does not show exact project locations.Wind resource map and data provided by 3TIER.The wind resource map overlay shows wind speed at 80 metres above ground and is based on 3TIER’s 5km global wind data set.  

The data set was calculated using an advanced numerical weather prediction model known as Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF).  

Small-scale terrain features were resolved by combining a number of WRF simulations and observations were used to both statistically  

calibrate the model and validate the final data set. For more information visit www.3tier.com
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Ph. +61 8 8347 1888Email. catcon@catcon.com.auWeb. http://catcon.com.au
598-600 South Road
Angle Park SA 5010

CATCON - A Leading Construction Partner

Ask us for an 
integrated proposal

Driving The Future.
Lighting The World.

• Higher Efficiency• Lower Maintenance Costs• Higher Availability• More Reliable Grid Connection

Goldwind Australia Pty Ltd
Tel: +61 2 9008 1715
Email: info@goldwindaustralia.com
www. goldwindaustralia.com 

www.ugllimited.com
Clean Energy enquiries: renewables@ugllimited.com

maintaining today
creating tomorrow

P: +61 2 9928 2186
www.jacobs.com

MORE… PASSION, INNOVATION, RESULTS   …for our clients

CWP Asset ManagementIndustry-leading asset management services throughout construction, commissioning and operations:Site safe management u Financial compliancePerformance optimisation u Electricity and LGC market settlementsAvailability maximisation u Asset value protectionAccurate and appropriate reporting
Over 490 MW of wind under management in Australia: Boco Rock Wind Farm u Taralga Wind Farm u Sapphire Wind Farm* *under construction

www.cwpam.com.au
Ground Floor, Block E, 34 Thynne St, Bruce  ACT  2617
Phone: +61 (0)2 6100 2122    Email: info@cwpam.com.au
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Mark Nicholson, head of special projects at N Group Priority One in Mornington Peninsula, 

Victoria, saw an opportunity in solar where others didn’t.

 SEE A NEED,  
 FILL A NEED

What got you started in solar? 

I had a personal desire to put solar on our 

own factory because I felt it was the right 

thing to do. We’re electrical contractors, 

plummers and refrigeration mechanics. 

What I’d found after going into the market to 

investigate [adding solar to the factory] is I 

became confused about all the different 

products and what was better and so forth. 

So some direct experience of dealing with 

installers inspired you to become one?

Correct. In the end we installed three 

different 5kW systems so we could actually 

compare what worked and what was fiction.

From what you discovered with that 

experiment how did you adapt your 

message to customers?

In the end we ended up with six systems on 

our roof and we were able to go to 

customers and explain the methods and 

equipment used. We could explain why these 

were better solutions because we’d spent 

our own dough on our own research.

What is your customer mix?

It’s about half domestic and half light 

commercial, not big commercial. Most 

systems we do are about 10-30kW. 

Commercial and industrial customers [are 

more likely to benefit from solar than 

domestic customers] because they normally 

pay more for power, use more power, they’re 

there during the day and they’ve normally 

got big roofs. Everything adds up.

How are you winning new business?

We have 7,000 customers in our database 

and I just keep picking out ones I would 

consider are philanthropic and leaders and 

maybe even a little bit tree-huggers like 

myself. They often own their factory and 

they’re high energy users. 

That’s a big database. How long have you 

been in business? 

Eighteen years. About a quarter of our time 

is taken up with solar; we have three teams 

full-time on solar and a sales person. The 

rest is our normal stuff: the sparkies the 

fridgies and the plummers.

Is solar a profitable business?

I believe it is. When I started in the field five 

years ago the consensus perception of my 

peers was that the big rebates had gone and 

feed-in tariffs were jiggered, so hence it was 

a diminishing market. Many electricians  

were of the belief it was a diminishing 

market, so they’ve all left. So who’s left 

doing it? Our customer base is very 

receptive to it, so I’ve found the absolute 

opposite of the ones who left in despair.

Have you done much storage?

We’ve done a fair bit, mainly lithium and 

saltwater batteries. The saltwater batteries 

don’t have a high density, and they’re quite 

heavy. They are also very safe and non-toxic, 

so they suit a hostile environment. If 

someone wants to be off-grid or 

independent, more people have been 

choosing saltwater batteries; whereas if 

someone just wants to store some excess 

energy they’re mainly using lithium.

Is it a good time to get into solar?

Absolutely — the market is at an avalanche 

point. The demand will exceed the ability of 

people to supply, and the electric vehicle 

market in the next five years will be 

immense. People with lots of solar will end 

up getting electric cars, and people who  

end up getting electric cars will want to 

install lots of solar. The more people that 

purchase electric cars, the more demand 

and appetite people will have for solar and 

also batteries. They’re mindful of the energy 

they’re using and they can capture the 

energy they use themselves, so they’re less 

reliant on non-renewables. 
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POWER WITH PURPOSE

www.mpower.com.au
info@mpower.com.au

1300 733 004

MPower is proud to announce the launch of its new Solar and Energy 
Storage workshop events for 2017!
 
We will be bringing our workshops to every state across Australia this 
year, to give you the opportunity to increase your knowledge base, 
learn about the latest products and developments in the industry, 
earning CPD training points when you attend.

These workshop events will include:
• Training seminars, 
• Hands on demonstrations,
• The latest and upcoming product information
• Informal live Q&A, with key industry experts

• Post networking opportunities and refreshments

Please visit www.mpower.com.au to view our upcoming 
workshop events and how to register your attendance.

Earn CPD Training Points at 
our 2017 Solar and Energy 
Storage Workshops.
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Quality and 
High Efficiency 
are Our Passion

The 2017 LG modules

Our Standard  
MonoX® 2 plus 300W 
(from March 2017)  

Our Performer  
NeON® 2 330W
(from May 2017)

Our Star Performer 
NeON® R 360W 
(from March 2017) NEW 

60 cell 360W 
NeON® R

LG panels are available from our authorised distributors

Be part of the Australia wide LG dealer network – limited areas/regions available – 
solar.sales@lge.com.au
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